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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Size Oblivious Programming of Clusters for Irregular Parallelism
by
Sai Charan Koduru
Doctor of Philosophy, Graduate Program in Computer Science
University of California, Riverside, December 2015
Dr. Rajiv Gupta, Chairperson

Ubiquitous availability of growing troves of interesting datasets warrants a rewrite
of existing programs, for clusters or for out-of-core versions, to handle larger datasets. While
DSM clusters deliver programmability and performance via shared-memory programming and
tolerating latencies by prefetching and caching, copious disk space is far more readily available
than managing clusters. Irregular applications, however, are challenging to parallelize because
the input related data dependences that manifest at runtime require use of speculation for
correct parallel execution. By speculating that there are no input related cross iteration
dependences, it can be doall parallelized; the absence of dependences is validated before
committing the computed results. Latency tolerating mechanisms like prefetching and
caching which have traditionally benefited data-parallel applications, can hurt performance
of speculation from reading stale values. This thesis seeks to address the task of size oblivious
programming of irregular applications for large inputs on DSM clusters.
We first simplify the task of programming very large and irregular data, which
may sometimes not fit in the DSM. To this end, we introduce a language, the associated
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runtime and a compiler for efficient distributed software speculation to parallelize irregular
applications. The programming model consists of an easy to use, templated C++ library
for writing new vertex-centric programs or the simple large and speculate constructs as
extensions to the C/C++ language for existing programs.
In addition we introduce the InfiniMem random-access efficient object data format
on disk to enable I/O of arbitrary data objects from disk in at most two logical disk seeks. We
also present a simple API for I/O into this data format and the accompanying object-centric
library framework to program size oblivious programs to support scale-up on individual
machines as a first step. We then leverage InfiniMem on individual machines in the cluster
to support distributed size oblivious programs. As a final stage to ease programming,
we built an LLVM/Clang-based source-to-source compiler, SpeClang, which instruments
the annotated source code with invocations into our libraries and runtime. The runtime
comprises of an object-based caching DSM with explicit support for software speculation and
transparently performs out-of-core computations using InfiniMem to handle large inputs.
Next, we address the inefficiencies that result from employing traditional latency
tolerance mechanisms like prefetching and caching on DSM systems to support speculation:
(a) we demonstrate the need for balancing computation and communication for efficient
distributed software speculation and provide an adaptive, dynamic solution that leverages
prefetch and commit queue lengths to drive this balance. (b) we demonstrate that aggressive
caching can hurt speculation performance and present three techniques to decrease communication and cost of misspeculation check and speed up misspeculated recomputations by
leveraging the DSM caching and speculation protocols to keep misspeculation rates low.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The widespread availability of large scale clusters has enabled computer scientists
to tackle applications that are both highly data-intensive and compute-intensive. However,
for many of the modern workloads, exploiting the clusters requires a great deal of effort due
to the need to handle very large data sets and exploit irregular parallelism. Examples of
such workloads include graph processing on irregular inputs like social graphs etc., many of
which are easily available to the research community [78, 72].
For ease of programming clusters the Distributed Shared Memory (DSM) systems
have been proposed. For example, Orca [8, 7], Shasta [112, 113], Munin [10], TreadMarks [4],
CRL [56]. In such systems the programmer develops the applications using the shared
memory model which makes programming easy. The focus of these systems were latency
tolerance mechanisms for DSMs like prefetching and caching. While great strides were
made in developing distributed memory systems, these systems were not designed to either
deal with very large data sets and nor were they developed to effectively exploit irregular
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parallelism. If the input data or intermediate data generated by an application is so large
that it cannot be held in memory, these systems simply fail. The exploitation of irregular
parallelism requires the use of speculation. However, much of the work on speculation
is aimed at shared memory multicore systems [104, 105, 40, 99] and not applicable to
distributed memory systems.
Existing programs that work perfectly well for smaller inputs, cannot run with larger
inputs. Typically, the programmer will need to modify the program to explicitly handle larger
inputs, for example, by using an out-of-core solution. Such manual, tailor-made solutions
usually only work specific system configurations, constraints and assumptions and these
programs simply crash when any of these assumptions are violated. For example, programs
written using the popular Hadoop [118] framework require the programmers to manually
ensure that the data being loaded into the java process can fit in the allocated JVM memory.
Minor changes to cluster configurations, like lowering the per-process JVM memory can
result in the program crashing. Other big data systems like Hive [126] focused on distributed
relational queries using Hadoop, while dedicated, specialized systems like GraphX [131] and
GraphLab [82] focused on distributed graph processing only. GraphChi [75] is one system
that provides a size oblivious programming experience, but only for graphs and only works
on with a single machine. In summary, although existing big data processing systems make
use of disk in addition to memory, decisions made by the user cause the programs to be
inflexible and they often fail because they run out of memory; further, they do not support
speculation which is necessary for many irregular parallelism and/or they are usually domain
specific solutions.

2

We therefore address the need for Size Oblivious Programming – techniques
and runtime that can transparently and efficiently handle very large data, with minimal to
no manual intervention. This dissertation develops a programming system that provides an
easy to use programming interface for developing applications that must handle large data
sets and contain irregular parallelism. The task of application developer is greatly simplified
because the complexities of handling large data sets and irregular parallelism are handled
transparently by the runtime system.

1.1

Dissertation Overview
This dissertation presents a parallel programming system shown in Figure 1.1 which

addresses the issues of programmability and performance described above via design of a new
programming interface and a new distributed shared memory system. The programming
interface allows user to identify collections of objects that can become too large in number to
be held in memory and indicate when the parallelism present is of speculative nature. The
InfiniMem library augments distributed shared memory with a transparent use of disk to
handle large collections of objects locally on each machine. The runtime distributed caching
protocols on which the distributed shared memory system is based are specially designed to
handle speculation.
Consider graphcoloring as an example application. The first phase is reading the
input. If the input is very large and cannot entirely fit in memory, the program cannot
progress any further and typically crashes with an out-of-memory error. In such a scenario,
the application cannot progress any further. When the input data can fit in the available

3
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Figure 1.1: Overview of our Size Oblivious Programming approach.

memory, parallelizing an application like graph coloring requires the speculation, a runtime
technique, since the dependencies between concurrent iterations are input dependent and
are known only at runtime: to color nodes in a graph, the coloring algorithm needs to
iterate over all nodes in the graph, comparing the color of each node with that of all of
its neighbors. When naively parallelized, concurrently updating a graph node and one or
more of its neighbors neighbors will result in incorrect coloring. Speculation avoids such
mishaps. This dissertation addresses the problem of simplifying programming applications
that process very large inputs and require speculation for correct execution on a cluster with
distributed shared memory. We present a simple language and a runtime to aid with this.

1.1.1

Programming Interface
We first illustrate the proposed programming interface with the Graphcoloring

example. We first address the problem of large input I/O and then address the problem of
processing large irregular inputs.
4

Language Support for Large Inputs
The input to the graph algorithms can be any large input graph. If the programmer
implicitly assumes that the input can fit in memory when the input graph cannot actually
fit in the available memory, the program will crash when loading the graph after failing
to allocate additional memory. We propose to transparently and automatically spill data
that cannot fit in the available memory to disk. To enable this, we require the programmer
to simply identify the large data collections to the framework with the introduction of the
large keyword for container data structures that are potentially large. On the cluster,
container data structures annotated with the large keyword are preprocessed to enable
partitioning across machines in the cluster and then loaded into distributed memory in
parallel for efficiency and performance. When the data does not fit in the available memory,
the objects in the large collections are automatically and transparently spilled to and fetched
from disk as needed by the application. Reads and writes to large data structure are
transparently handled by the runtime library.

Language Support for Speculation
The sequential Graphcoloring example colors all nodes in the input graph in a
loop, coloring nodes after considering the colors of all its neighboring nodes. Parallelizing
this loop requires speculation since the list of node’s neighbors can only be known at
runtime. Speculation involves treating this loop as a doall loop and executing it in parallel
in a distributed manner on the DSM system. When the nodes being processed in parallel
are not neighbors, no misspeculation is encountered. However, if neighbors are processed
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in parallel, they may be assigned the same color leading to misspeculation. A commit
phase that updates the colors of vertices detects this misspeculation and initiates recovery.
The recovery requires repeating the coloring process for a vertex. If misspeculation occurs
infrequently, speculative parallelization results in speedups. Speculation is expressed by using
the speculate keyword. Distributed objects in the large container that are accessed inside
the speculate block/method are automatically copied into a thread-private speculation
buffer to enable the speculative computation to commit atomically.

1.1.2

Speculation on Shared-Memory Clusters
Irregular applications, such as vertex centric graph processing algorithms, contain

significant levels of data parallelism as the same operation needs to be performed repeatedly
over the large number of vertices in the graph. On a distributed system, the vertices and their
processing can be distributed across the machines to exploit data parallelism. While use of
DSM makes the task of programming easy and the distributed caching protocol reduces long
latency fetch operations, the irregular nature of parallelism makes it necessary to employ
speculation. Infrequently arising data dependences requires processing of interdependent
vertices to be serialized. While these dependences are infrequent, they are dependent upon
the input data set, and hence are revealed at runtime. Speculation [105, 104, 40] involves
processing vertices in parallel assuming that there are no dependences between them, runtime
detection of misspeculation when the dependences arise, and then recovering from them.
As long as misspeculation rate is low, the benefits of speculation far outweigh the cost of
recovering from misspeculation. Data parallel applications on DSMs benefits from prevailing
techniques like prefetching and caching to tolerate the long network latencies for remote I/O.
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However, aggressive prefetching and over-reliance on caching tend to increase misspeculation
rates on DSMs. In this context, these are the problems that we tackle in this thesis:
1. Aggressive prefetching can increase misspeculation rates from prematurely fetching
values that could become stale before the computation can commit.
2. For speculation execution, every read from the cache is a potential misspeculation and
larger caches only increase the misspeculation rates.

Balancing Prefetching and Commit
The biggest challenge to efficiency in a distributed setup is the large network
latency which comes into play for all remote fetch, store and lock operations. Prefetching
and caching as techniques to tolerate long network latencies have been effective for
general purpose DSM applications. However, in the context of speculation, overaggressive
prefetching and caching can hurt the performance of speculation: computations that speculate
on prefetched stale values will eventually abort, increasing the misspeculation rate and
resulting in an overall slow down of the program execution. Therefore, it is imperative that
the rate of prefetching should be paced with the speed of computation. To enable such
balanced pacing, our computation model designates various types of threads: prefetch,
compute and commit threads designated to their named tasks. To pace the prefetching, the
length of the commit and prefetch queues are used as hints to auto tune the balance between
prefetch, compute and commit to decrease over-reliance on prefetching and prioritizing
commits.
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Decreasing Misspeculation Rate with Caching DSMs
Another challenge in this regard is the presence of machine level caches in DSMs.
While DSMs coupled with caching help tolerate long network latencies for non-speculative
data-parallel applications, aggressive caching can hurt during speculative execution due
to the potential of using stale values in computations, increasing the misspeculation rate.
With distributed speculation on a caching DSM, every cache read can cause misspeculation
because the read could occur before a network-delayed invalidate is received – note that
successful speculation is counting on the fact that no invalidate would arrive. To address this
challenge, we develop optimizations for distributed speculation on caching based DSMs that
decrease the cost of misspeculation check and speed up the re-execution of misspeculated
recomputations.

1.1.3

Efficient I/O for Large Irregular Inputs
When the input data is very large and does not fit in the DSM memory, we propose

that the data that does not fit in memory can be transparently offloaded to the disk and
fetched into memory on demand. This is akin to an out-of-core solution. While many
out-of-core algorithms have been proposed, but we go a step further and propose generic
techiques to transparently compute any algorithm out-of-core.
A naive apporach to this would be to use a database to spill and fetch the overflow
data, we show that this approach is not very efficient for irregular data due to the large
number of unpredictable random accessess generated by applications processing irregular
inputs. For example, we experimented with RocksDB [50], which is an enhancement
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of LevelDB [51]. RocksDB claims to have better support for random reads and graph
scans; however, we show that we can do far better for irregular applications. For example,
GraphColoring on the Amazon [77] input with 400K vertices and 3,200K edges took about
23 seconds with RocksDB as the excess datastore while it only took about 1 second with
our solution, InfiniMem.
Application
Coloring
Conn. Comp.
Comm. Dete.
SSSP
PageRank

Load/Store
in seconds
(% of total)
9 (2.56)
15 (2.50)
13 (1.95)
14 (2.06)
10 (1.01)

Compute
in seconds
(% of total)
7 (2.01)
10 (1.67)
20 (3.00)
13 (1.92)
21 (2.12)

RocksDB I/O
in seconds
(% of total)
333 (95.43)
574 (95.83)
633 (95.05)
650 (96.02)
955 (96.87)

Total Time
in seconds
349
599
666
677
986

Table 1.1: I/O costs are significant in the total running time for external irregular algorithms.

Table 1.1 shows the time breakdown for loading, storing, spilling and computation
for various applications on the Amazon [77] input using RocksDB as the datastore as
described above. The program was configured to hold upto 20,000 vertices in memory
while performing the computation, spilling the remaining vertices to disk and loading them
on demand as needed. We see that the time spent in I/O is a significant portion of the
total running time. To begin, for SSSP and Conn. Comp., the sequential load/store times
are more than the time spent on computation. And, the time spent by these benchmarks
on compute is an insignificant portion of the total time: only ∼2% is spent on compute
and input load/output store each. Instead, much of the total running time is spent in the
RocksDB I/O: ∼95% is spent on intermediate I/O with RocksDB, motivating the need for
efficiencies across the board, including:
1. Parallel loading and storing of inputs and outputs;
9

2. Need for speculation to parallelize irregular applications; and,
3. Need for efficient datastore for excess data with support for fast random access.
Since the data access patterns are irregular, they result in unpredictable random
accesses and the resulting spilling and loading data in contiguous chunks would be inefficient
with naive solutions. Instead, we need the ability to transparently and efficiently spill and
load individual objects to and from disk without the traditional penalties associated with
random seeks on a disk. We propose a data representation on disk that allows efficient
random access to spill and retrieve objects of irregular inputs to and from disk. Specifically,
with InfiniMem we provide a runtime and API to efficiently spill and access irregular data
on disk.

1.2

Dissertation Organization
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents the language to

support Large inputs and to program distributed software speculation. Next, Chapter 3,
presents InfiniMem, our out-of-core solution to transparently scale computation to inputs
that do not fit in the available memory. Distributed software speculation is convered in
the next two chapters: Chapter 4 addresses the need to balance prefetching and commit
for lowering misspeculation rates while Chapter 5 addresses the problem of optimizing
distributed speculation in the presence of caching on DSM clusters. Chapter 6 surveys
existing literature in related areas and Chapter 7 concludes the thesis with a summary of
our work and presents a brief future outlook.
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Chapter 2

Programming Interface for
Size Oblivious Programming
The use of Distributed Shared Memory (DSM) systems is a widespread in modern
computing. While early systems relied on custom message passing solutions via send and
recv primitives, the introduction of the Message Passing Interface (MPI) [44] standard and
accompanying implementations like OpenMPI [93], MPICH [48] etc. eased the programming
of these systems. The runtime libraries managed efficient packing and network based I/O
of any kind of data structures that can be expressed as an MPI Type struct. Systems like
Orca [8], Shasta [112], Munin [10], TreadMarks [4], CRL [56] etc. implemented distributed
caching protocols with runtimes invoking message passing to implement the caching protocols.
The next phase of simplification involves utilizing the compiler to generate calls into MPI or
similar libraries, thereby simplifying DSM programming even further. Examples include
Chapel [16], X10 [25], UPC [39], SHMEM [24] etc. However, these prior systems did not
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have explicit support for today’s emerging workloads that require speculative parallelism nor
did they provide very simple language constructs for large distributed data collections.
This chapter presents the two simple language extensions to the C++ language
to support size-oblivious irregular programs. We then present examples illustrating the
use of these constructs in the context of irregular graph applications. Next, we show the
transformation of programs written using these constructs are transformed into their objectcentric counterparts. And finally, we present the low-level language and API that powers the
runtime and describe how these can be customized for easily evaluating different algorithms
and/or strategies etc.

2.1

High-level Language for Size-Oblivious Irregular
Parallelism
A lot of emerging applications involve distributed parallel processing of irregular

data structures like large graphs and networks. Graphs are essentially collections of vertices
and edges. Large graphs have a large number of vertices and/or edges. It would be convenient
for the programmer to simply identify such collections and have the language and/or runtime
handle the detailed nitty-gritties of distributing and managing the collection. We wish to
provide a simple language keyword that enables this simplicity:

large;

Parallelizing irregular applications requires the use speculation for correct parallel
execution. While software speculation has been extensively researched on single shared
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memory systems, speculation in a distributed setup is still work in progress. For example,
the LRPD test [105] formalized the notion and procedure for safe speculative execution
via privatization. SpiceC [40] introduced the #pragma speculate language construct to
speculatively parallelize loops on single shared memory sytems. We wish to introduce a
similar simple language keyword that enables speculative parallelization in a distributed
setup:

speculate{ ...

};

We now illustrate the use of large and speculate with the example of sequentially
loading and coloring a potentially large graph. This example is listed in Algorithm 4.1,
which presents two opportunities for parallelization and speedup: the graph loading loop on
Line 1 can be parallelized and the graph coloring loop on Line 3 can also be parallelized.
Algorithm 1: Sequential graph loading and the graphcoloring
algorithm.
1

Vertex graph[NUM VERTICES];

2

/* Read edgelists and add neighbors */
while moreInputEdges() do
readNextEdge(src, dst);
graph[src].addNeighbor(dst);

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

/* Graphcoloring */
for int i=0; i<graph.size(); i++ do
for int j=0; j<graph[i].numNeighbors(); j++ do
if graph[i].nbr[j].color == graph[i].color then
graph[i].color++;

Parallelizing the graph input loop on Line 3 requires the use of speculation since
reading edges in parallel could result in multiple neighbors concurrently added to the same
vertex. In order to not lose neighbors added in this process, we require speculation. As before,
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the input graph itself could be very large and automated memory and I/O management for
this data would be desirable.
Next, parallelizing the graph coloring loop on Line 2 also requires speculation
since a naive doall parallelization of the loop could result in a vertex and its neighbor
concurrently processed, leading to incorrect coloring. Further, the input graph on Line 1
could potentially be an input that does not fit in available memory, and could benefit from
automatic memory and storage management by spilling from memory to disk and fetching
from disk into memory automatically and transparently.
The simple annotations to transform this program into a size-oblivious program
with distributed software speculation are shown in Algorithm 2. The large keyword on
Line 1 and the speculate blocks on Line 3 and Line 9 are the only required changes to
achieve this.
Algorithm 2: Use of large and speculate for parallel loading
and processing of large, irregular inputs.
1

large Vertex graph[NUM VERTICES];

2

6

/* Read edgelists and add neighbors */
speculate {
while moreInputEdges() do
readNextEdge(src, dst);
graph[src].addNeighbor(dst);

7

}

8

13

/* Graphcoloring */
speculate {
for int i=0; i<graph.size(); i++ do
for int j=0; j<graph[i].numNeighbors(); j++ do
if graph[i].nbr[j].color == graph[i].color then
graph[i].color++;
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}

3
4
5

9
10
11
12
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2.2

Low-level API for Size-Oblivious Irregular Parallelism
The high-level large and speculate language extensions are easy to use in a

everyday programming. However, the bulk of the heavy lifting to enable the semantics
of these constructs is handled by the acommpanying runtime and libraries. Our library
provides a rich set of low-levl APIs to handle the nittigritties of size-oblivious programming
and speculation.

2.2.1

Object-centric Programming
Typical algorithms for big data processing usually iterate over all input data

items. So, the high-level design of the language is to transform the large and speculate
constructs into their corresponding Object-centric versions, where the transformed program
also iterates over all the objects in the input data. We illustrate this with an Graph Coloring
as a typical example. Modern graph-processing frameworks are so-called vertex-centric
frameworks, where the unit of work is around individual vertices. Object-centric versions
are the equivalent generalizations for arbitrary datatypes where the program iterates over
all objects in the container.
We first illustrate the transformation of an annotated program into its equivalent
object/vertex-centric versions, followed by a summary of all the available low-level APIs that
are automatically invoked by the runtime to process the inputs speculatively and in parallel.
Figure 2.1 illustrates the transformation of a program annotated with the large
and speculate C++ extensions as seen in Figure 2.1a into a vertex-centric parallel version
in Figure 2.1b. These extensions are encapsulated in the SpeClang complier and associated
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runtime. Observe the transformation of the large keyword into the Large<> template
container with the same datatype on Line 1. Further observe that the speculate block is
transformed into the body of the Large::Speculate() method.
1 large Vertex g[NUM_VERTICES];
2
3 int main() {
4 load(g, ‘data’);
5
6
7 for(int i=0; i<NUM_VERTICES; i++)
8
speculate {
9
for(int j=0; j<g[i].nbrs(); j++)
10
if(g[i].color == g[i].nbrs[j].color)
11
g[i].color++;
12
}
13 return 0;
14 }
(a) Program annotation using SpeClang.

Large<Vertex> g;
template <typename V>
Large::Speculate(V v) {
for(auto nbr: v) {
if(v.color == nbr.color)
v.color++;
}
}
int main() {
g.preprocess(‘input’).load().run();
return 0;
}
(b) Object-centric speculative programming.

Figure 2.1: Object-centric programming and annotation of speculative regions with SpeClang.

2.2.2

Low-level API
The high-level language presented above eases everyday programming. However,

for purposes of research, exploration and customization to specialized domains, it would
be convenient to easily tweak portions of the programming model. This is enabled by the
low-level API.
We now describe the various portions of the low-level API that enables sizeoblivious irregular parallelization. These include object identification, partitioning, I/O,
processing, versioning and object locking. We bundled all these features into an object-based,
Distribued Shared Memory (DSM) system with a directory-based caching protocol with
strict consistency [129]. As illustrated in Figure 2.1, the high-level program annotations are
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transformed into the object-centric versions. The runtime that executes the transformed
program on the DSM system which satisfied object fetches and stores through background
calls to the low-level APIs.

Object Identifiers
The first step in enabling size-oblivious programming is a generalization of the
notion of a pointer. We need a construct that is unique and portable across the entire
distributed shared memory address space. In addition, this construct should also help
identify/locate objects quickly and uniformly from any machine in the cluster. For this, we
use the notion of an object identifier, or ID.
When injesting input data, each dataitem is assigned a unique ID. Objects are then
referenced by their ID in the rest of the program. For example, consider a graph input which
consists of vertices and their edges. Vertices are typically indexed by a numeric identifier.
In the simplest case, the numeric identifier is the Vertex ID. The transformation of the
program into the object-centric version ensures that the ID is consistently used throughout
the program.

Input Partitioning
Once injested, the input then partitioned across machines in the cluster and assigned
a home node based on their ID. A consistent global partitioning funcion ensures that the
runtime on any machine can easily locate the home node of objects and initiate various
network-based or local interations as needed. We provide a preprocess() API that can be
overloaded to implement any custom partitioning and/or object identifcation.
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Network I/O
One of the primary features of a DSM system are transparent data caching and
consistency protocols which are enabled by fetch and store APIs. Consistent with the
object-centric programming model, our DSM system is an object-based system. The basic
fetch and store APIs have object granularity. In addition, the DSM also supports batched
I/O APIs to fetch or store. This API helps with decreasing network communication by
grouping/bundling I/O of objects to the same machine.

Object Versioning
Software speculation proceeds in phases: (a) Privatization, (b) Parallel Speculative
Computation, (c) Misspeculation detection/check, and (d) Commit. To enable the third
phase, we employ versioning of data to detect mis-speculation. Therefore, in addition to
an object ID, each object in the DSM system is associated with a version. Each time an
object is successfully committed to the DSM system, its version number is also atomically
and automatically incremented to reflect the change in value.

Object Locking for Speculation
For the first two phases of speculation, the network I/O API provided by the
DSM are sufficient. However, mis-speculation detection/check requires explicit locking of
possibly local and remote objects to enable the atomic commit protocol after a successful
mis-speculation check. For this, the DSM system also provides the lock and unlock API at
object granularity.
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Parallel Speculative Computation
Once the input objects are identified, partitioned and distributed across machines
in the cluster, the run API is used to invoke the speculative parallel execution. This API
invokes the object-centric speculative computation, Large::Speculate() on each object in
the input dataset then invokes the commit API to ensure correct commit.

Mis-speculation Detection and Commit
Finally, the misspeculation detction and commit protocols are encapsulated in
the commit API. The commit API takes as input the speculative buffer with private copies
of dependent data computed results. As part of the commit, the API first locks all the
dependent inputs and then performs a version check as part of the misspeculation detection.
In the absence of misspeculation, updated values are written to the home nodes; otherwise,
the computation is discarded and rescheduled.
template<typename T>
bool Large::assignID();

template<typename T>
bool Large::preprocess();

template<typename T>
T Large::fetch(ID);
template<typename T>
T* Large::fetchBatch(set<ID> ids);

template<typename T>
void Large::store(ID, const T*);
template<typename T>
void Large::storeBatch(set<ID> ids);

template<typename T>
bool Large::lock(ID);

template<typename T>
bool Large::unlock(ID);

template<typename T>
bool Large::run();

template<typename T>
bool Large::commit(specBuffer &sb);

Figure 2.2: Complete list of low-level APIs to support object-centric program transformation
and protocol customization to identify, pre-process, fetch/store, lock/unlock, parallel compute
and speculation.
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Figure 2.2 lists the complete set of low-level APIs that are used to implement the
object-centric size-oblivious parallel processing system for irregular inputs. Observe that the
API is templated to allow for processing of arbitrary datatypes.
As stated earlier, the low-level API serves the dual role of providing the runtime
and also enables advanced programmers and researchers experiment with variations and
customizations to the various pieces of the runtime, starting from object identification and
all the way up to the speculation protocol.

2.3

The SpeClang Compiler and Runtime
SpeClang:  LLVM/Clang  Compiler
Code	
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Runtime

Compiler
(Clang/GCC)
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  Binary

Distributed	
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Infinimem

Figure 2.3: Overview of the SpeClang compiler and runtime implementation.
An overview of SpeClang framework is shown in Figure 2.3. The user annotates the
C/C++ source code with large and speculate directives which is then source-translated
into a size oblivious, parallel and distributed version. This source code is then built with
any C/C++ compiler and is run on the DSM with distributed speculation and InfiniMem.
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2.4

Summary
In this chapter, we have presented the simple high-level language extensions to

C++ to support size-oblivious irregular programs. Specifically, we have introduced the
large and speculate keywords to annotate potentially large collections and code regions
requiring speculation respectively. We also showed the transformation of such annotated
programs into their object-centric versions. Finally we described the low-level API that
powers the runtime to achieve the dual goal of distributed speculation with support for very
large data. The low-level API is provided to allow researchers and other advanced users to
tweak and customize the algorithms and design to suit their own problem domains, while
still holding together the overall framework.
Next, Chapter 3 presents and evaluates extensions to the low-level language API
and a corresponding data organization on disk that enables application scale-up on a single
machine. In addition to block-based I/O, the extensions provide features that allow fast
and efficient random I/O that is well suited for irregular applications. These extensions also
continue the object-centric design theme.
Subsequent chapters evaluate the distributed speculation enabled by this language along with targeted enhancements and optimizations that boost the performance of
speculation on DSM systems that employ caching.
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Chapter 3

Infinimem: Size Oblivious
Programs on a Single Machine
Supporting size-oblivious programs requires a graceful handling of situations when
the data to be processed does not fit in available memory. In such situations, we would like
to scale gracefully by relying on the underlying disk – we can intelligently spill overflow data
from memory to disk and bring back required data to memory transparently, as needed by
the application, enabling us to scale the application further even when the DSM memory is
full. A step in this direction is the InfiniMem library, which enable application scale-up on
a single machine, thereby enabling better realiability in the application scale-out scenario.
BigData processing frameworks are an important part of today’s data science
research and development. Much research has been devoted to scale-out performance via
distributed processing [46, 82, 84, 118] and some recent research explores scale-up [5, 135, 75,
99, 117, 133]. However, these scale-up solutions typically assume that the input dataset fits
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in memory. When this assumption does not hold, they simply fail. For example, experiments
by Bu et al. [17] show that different open-source Big Data computing systems like Giraph [5],
Spark [133], and Mahout [125] often crash on various input graphs. Particularly, in one of
the experiments, a 70GB web graph dataset was partitioned across 180 machines (each with
16 GB RAM) to perform the PageRank computation. However, all the systems crashed
with java.lang.OutOfMemoryError, even though there was less than 500MB of data to be
processed per machine. In our experiments we also found that GTgraph’s popular R-MAT
generator [6], a tool commonly used to generate power-law graphs, crashed immediately with
a Segmentation Fault from memory allocation failure when we tried to generate a graph
with 1M vertices and 400M edges on a machine with 8GB RAM.
Motivated by the above observations, in this chapter, we develop InfiniMem, a
system that enables Size Oblivious Programming – the programmer develops the applications without concern for the input sizes involved and InfiniMem ensures that these
applications do not run out of memory. Specifically, the InfiniMem library provides interfaces for transparently managing a large number of objects stored in files on disk. For
efficiency, InfiniMem implements different read and write policies to handle objects that
have different characteristics (fixed size vs. variable size) and require different handling
strategies (sequential vs. random access I/O). We demonstrate the ease of programming with
InfiniMem by programming BigData analysis applications like frequency estimation, exact
membership query, and Bloom filters. We further demonstrate the versatility of InfiniMem
by developing size oblivious graph processing frameworks with three different graph data
representations: vertex data and edges in a single data structure; decoupled vertex data and
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edges; and the shard representation used by GraphChi [75]. One advantage of InfiniMem
is that it allows researchers and programmers to easily experiment with different data
representations with minimal additional programming effort. We evaluate various graph
applications on various inputs with three different representations. For example, a quick
and simple shard implementation of PageRank with InfiniMem achieves performance within
∼30% of GraphChi.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.1 motivates the
problem and presents the requirements expected from a size oblivious programming system.
Section 3.2 introduces the programming interface for size oblivious programming. Section
3.3 describes the object representation used by InfiniMem in detail. Section 3.4 describes
the experimental setup and results of our evaluation and Section 3.5 summarizes the chapter.

3.1

Size Oblivious Programming
The need to program processing of very large data sets is fairly common today.

Typically a processing task involves representing the data set as a large collection of objects
and then performing analysis on them. When this large collection of objects does not fit in
memory, the programmer must spend considerable effort on writing code to make use of
disk storage to manage the large number of objects. In this work we free the programmer
from this burden by developing a system that allows the programmer to write size oblivious
programs, i.e., programs where the user need not explicitly deal with the complexity of using
disk storage to manage large collections of objects that cannot be held in available memory.
To enable the successful execution of size oblivious programs, we propose a general-purpose
programming interface along with an I/O efficient representation of objects on disk. We now
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introduce a few motivating applications and identify requirements to achieve I/O efficiency
for our size oblivious programming system.

3.1.1

Motivating Applications

Algorithm 3: Motivating applications: Membership Query, Mesh Generation
and Graph Processing.
1

HashTable ht;

16

2

while read(value) do
ht.insert(value);

17

3

18
19

4
5
6

while more items do
if ht.find(item) then
print(“Item found”);

20
21
22

7
8
9
10
11
12
13

14
15

—————————————————
Mesh m(NUM-VERTICES)

23
24
25

foreach node n in Mesh m do
i ← rand(0, MAX);
for j=0; j < i; j++ do
n.addNeighbor(m[j]);
m[j].addNeighbor(n);

26

27
28

foreach Node n in Mesh m do
Write(n)

Graph g;
while not end of input file do
read next;
g.Add( α(next) );
repeat
termCondition ← true;
forall the Vertices v in g do
for int i=0; i<v.nbrs(); i++ do
Vertex n = v.neighbors[i];
if v.dst>n.dst+v.wt[i] then
v.dst←(n.dst+v.wt[i]);
if NOT converged then
termCondition ← false;

29

until termCondition is true;

30

foreach Node n in Graph g do
Write(n);

31

Consider an application that is reading continuously streaming input into a Hash
Table in heap memory (lines 1–3, Algorithm 3); a website analytics data stream is an
excellent example of this scenario. When the memory gets full, the insert on line 3 could
fail, resulting in an application failure. Consider a common approach to graph generation
which assumes that the entire graph can be held in memory during generation, as illustrated
by lines 8–15 in Algorithm 3. First, memory for NUM-VERTICES is allocated (line 8) and then
the undirected edges are generated (lines 11-13). Note that the program can crash as early
as line 8 when memory allocation fails due to a large number of vertices. Finally, consider
the problem of graph processing, using SSSP as a proxy for a large class of graph processing
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applications. Typically, such applications have three phases: (1) input, (2) compute, and (3)
output. The pseudocode for SSSP is outlined in lines 16–31 in Algorithm 3, highlighting
these three phases. Note that if the input graph does not fit in memory, this program will
not even begin execution.

3.1.2

A Naive Approach
To study the state of the art in this regard, we evaluated the use of RocksDB [50]

to write a size-oblivious program. For this, we wrote an object-centric program to process
large inputs: the program reads in sufficient data to fit in memory, process it in parallel
and store the contents back to disk, thereby making space in memory for the next batch of
data. For this, we evaluated the Graph Coloring algorithm using RocksDB as the data store.
LevelDB [51] is touted as an efficient data store for large-scale applications. However, we
used RocksDB – an evolution of LevelDB, as the data store in our test application since it
claims to better support random accesses and graph processing. However, GraphColoring
on the Amazon [77] input with 400K vertices and 3,200K edges took about 23 seconds
with RocksDB as the excess datastore while it only took about 1 second with our solution,
InfiniMem, which we now describe. This is attributed to RocksDB’s data organization that
requires loading an complete level into memory and performing a linear scan on that level.
RocksDB is better suited to scans once a level is loaded. Out solution is more efficient for
random accesses and requires at most 2 logical seeks to access any data object, in addition
to supporting efficient block-based I/O.
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3.1.3

Our Solution
We focus on supporting size oblivious programming for C++ programs via the

InfiniMem C++ library and runtime. Examples in Algorithm 3 indicate that the data
structures that can grow very large are usually represented as collections of objects. Size
Oblivious Programming with InfiniMem simply requires programmers to identify potentially
large collections of objects using very simple abstractions provided by the library and
these collections are transparently made disk-resident and can be efficiently and concurrent
accessed. We now analyze these representative applications to tease out the requirements
for size oblivious programming that have influenced the architecture of InfiniMem.
Let us reconsider the pseudocode in Algorithm 3, mindful of the requirement of
efficient I/O. Lines 5–6 will execute for every key in the input; similarly, lines 9 and 14
indicate that lines 10–13 and line 15 will be executed for every node in the mesh. Similarly,
line 22 indicates that lines 23–26 will be performed on every vertex in the graph. It is
natural to read a contiguous block of data so that no additional I/O is required for lines
24–26 for the vertices and is an efficient disk I/O property. Moreover, this would be useful
for any application in general, by way of decreasing I/O requests and batching as much I/O
as possible. Therefore, we have our first requirement:
Support for efficient block-based IO.
Consider next, the example of the hash table where the input data is not sorted;
then, line 3 of Algorithm 3 motivates need for random access for indexing into the hash
table. As another example, observe that line 24 in Algorithm 3 fetches every neighbor of
the current vertex. When part of this graph is disk-resident, we need a way of efficiently
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fetching the neighbors, much like random access in memory. This is important because any
vertex in a graph serves two roles: (1) vertex and (2) neighbor. For the role (1), if vertices
are contiguously stored on disk block-based I/O can be used. However, when the vertex is
accessed as a neighbor, the neighbor could be stored anywhere on disk, and thus requires an
imitation of random access on the disk. Hence our next requirement is:
Support for efficient, random access to data on disk.
To make the case for our final requirement, consider a typical definition of the
HashTable shown in Figure 3.1a. Each key can store multiple values to support chaining.
Clearly, each HashTableEntry is a variable sized entity, as it can hold multiple values by
chaining. As another example, consider the definition for a Vertex shown in Figure 3.1b: the
size of neighbors array can vary; and with the exception of the neighbors member, the
size of a Vertex can be viewed as a fixed-size object. When reading/writing data from/to
the disk, one can devise very fast block-based I/O for fixed-size data (Section 3.3). However,
reading variable-sized data requires remembering the size of the data and performing n reads
of appropriate sizes; this is particularly wasteful in terms of disk I/O bandwidth utilization.
For example, if the average number of neighbors is 10, every time a distance value is needed,
we will incur a 10x overhead in read but useless data. As a final example, Figure 3.1c is an
example of an arbitrary container that showcases the need for both fixed and variable sized
data. Hence we arrive at our final requirement from InfiniMem:
Support to speed up I/O for variable-sized data.
The goal of InfiniMem is to transparently support disk-resident versions of object
collections so that they can grow to large sizes without causing programs to crash. In28

template <typename K, typename V>
struct HashTableEntry {
K key;
V* values; /* for chaining */
};

struct Vertex {
int distance;
int* weights; /*Edge weights*/
Vertex* neighbors;
/*Array*/
};

(a) Hash Table

(b) Graph Vertex

template<typename T>
struct Container{
T stackObjects[96]; /* Fixed */
T *heapObjects; /* Variable */
};
(c) Arbitrary container

Figure 3.1: Common data structure declarations to motivate the need for explicit support
for fixed and variable sized data, block based and random IO.
finiMem’s design allows size oblivious programming with little effort as the programmer
merely identifies the presence and processing of potentially large object collections via
InfiniMem’s simple programming interface. The details of how InfiniMem manages I/O
(i.e., uses block-based I/O, random access I/O, and I/O for fixed and variable sized data)
during processing of a disk-resident data structure are hidden from the programmer.

3.2

The InfiniMem Programming Interface
In order to work consistently with our object-based DSM, InfiniMem uses a similar

templatized interface as the DSM, with extensions to support efficient disk operations on
large irregular inputs.
InfiniMem is a C++ template library that allows programmers to identify size
oblivious versions of fixed- and variable-sized data collections and enables transparent,
efficient processing of these collections. We now describe InfiniMem’s simple application
programming interface (API) that powers size oblivious programming. InfiniMem provides a
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high-level API with a default processing strategy that hides I/O details from the programmer;
however the programmer has the flexibility to use the low-level API to implement any
customized processing.

3.2.1

Identifying Large Collection of Objects
In InfiniMem, the programmer identifies object collections that potentially grow

large and need to be made disk-resident. In addition, the programmer classifies them as
fixed or variable sized. This is achieved by using the Box and Bag abstractions respectively.
template<typename T>
struct Container: public Box<T> {//Bag<T>
T data;
void update() { /* for each T */
...
}

template<typename T>
T Box::fetch(ID);
template<typename T>
T* Box::fetchBatch(ID, count);
template<typename T>
void Box::store(ID, const T*);

void process();
};

template<typename T>
void Box::storeBatch(ID, count);

typedef Container<int> intData;
typedef Container<MyObject> objData;

template<typename T>
T Bag::fetch(ID);

int main() {
Infinimem<intData> idata;
idata.read("/input/file");
idata.process();

template<typename T>
T* Bag::fetchBatch(ID, count);
template<typename T>
void Bag::store(ID, const T*);

Infinimem<objData> odata;
odata.read("/input/data/");
odata.process();

template<typename T>
void Bag::storeBatch(ID, count);

}

Figure 3.2: Programming with InfiniMem: the Box and Bag interfaces are used for fixed size
and variable sized objects; process drives the computation using the user-defined update()
methods and the low-level fetch() and store() API.

The Box abstraction can be used to hold fixed-size data, while the Bag holds
flexible-sized data. Figure 3.2 illustrates an example and lists the interface. The programmer
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uses the Box or Bag interface by simply inheriting from the Box (or Bag) type and provides
an implementation for the update() method to process each object in the container. Here,
Container is the collection that can potentially grow large, as identified by the programmer.
InfiniMem’s process() function hides the details of I/O and fetches objects as needed by
the update() method, thereby providing a size oblivious programming experience.

3.2.2

Processing Data
The process() method is the execution engine: it implements the low-level details

of efficiently fetching objects from the disk, applies the user-defined update() method and
efficiently spills the updated objects to disk. Figure 3.3 details the default process(). By
default, the process()-ing engine fetches, processes and store-es data in batches of size
BATCH_SIZE such that the entire batch fits and can be processed in memory.
// SZ = SIZEOF_INPUT; BSZ = BATCH_SIZE;
Box<T>::process() { // or Bag<T>
for(i=0; i<SZ; i+=BSZ) {
// fetch a portion of Box<T> or Bag<T>
cache = fetchBatch(ID(i), BSZ);
for(j=0; j<BSZ; j++)
cache[j].update();
}
}

Figure 3.3: InfiniMem’s generic batch process()-ing.

While InfiniMem provides the default implementation for process() shown in
Figure 3.3, this method can be overridden: programmers can use the accessors and mutators
exposed by InfiniMem (Figure 3.2) to write their own processing frameworks. Notice
that InfiniMem natively supports both sequential/block-based and random accessors and
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mutators, satisfying each of the requirements formulated earlier. For block-based and random
access, InfiniMem provides the following intuitively named fetch and store APIs: fetch()
and fetchBatch(); and store() and storeBatch().

Illustration of InfiniMem for Graph Processing
We next demonstrate InfiniMem’s versatility and ease of use by programming
graph applications using three different graph representations. We start with the standard
declaration of a Vertex as seen in Figure 3.1b. An alternate definition of Vertex separates
the fixed sized data from variable sized edgelist for IO efficiency, and used in many vertex
centric frameworks [82, 75]. Finally, we program GraphChi’s [75] shards.
Figure 3.4a declares the Graph to be a Bag of vertices, using the declaration from
Figure 3.1b. With this declaration, the programmer has identified that the collection of
vertices is the potentially large collection that can benefit from size oblivious programming.
The preprocess() phase partitions the input graph into disjoint intervals of vertices to
allow for parallel processing. These examples uses a vertex-centric graph processing approach
where the update() method of Vertex defines the algorithm to process each vertex in the
graph. The process() method of Graph uses the accessors and mutators from Figure 3.2 to
provide a size oblivious programming experience to the programmer. Figure 3.4b declares a
Graph as the composition of a Box of Vertex and a Bag of EdgeLists, where EdgeList is an
implicitly defined list of neighbors. Finally, Figure 3.4c uses a similar graph declaration,
with the simple tweak of creating an array of N shard partitions; a shard imposes additional
constraints on the vertices that are in the shard: vertices are partitioned into intervals
such that all vertices with neighbors in a given vertex interval are all available in the same
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void Vertex::update() {
foreach(neighbor n)
distance = f(n.distance);
}

void Vertex::update() {
foreach(neighbor n)
distance = f(n.distance);
}

template <typename V>
class Graph {
Bag<V> vertices;

template <typnam V, typnam E>
class Graph {
Box<V> vertices;
Bag<E> edgeLists;

public:
void process();
};

public:
void process();
};

int main() {
Graph<Vertex> g;
g.read("/path/to/graph");
g.preprocess(); //Partition
g.process();
}

int main() {
Graph<Vertex, EdgeList> g;
g.read("/path/to/graph");
g.preprocess(); //Partition
g.process();
}

(a) Graph for Vertex in Figure 3.1b.

(b) Decoupling Vertices from Edgelists.

void Vertex::update() {
foreach(neighbor n)
distance = f(n.distance);
}
template <typename V, typename E>
class Graph {
Box<V> vertexShard[N];
Bag<E> edgeShard[N];
public:
void processShard(int);
};
int main() {
Graph<Vertex, EdgeList> g;
g.read("/path/to/graph");
g.createShards(N); //Preprocess
for(int i=0; i<N; i++)
g.processShard(i);
}

(c) Using Shard representation of graphs.

Figure 3.4: Variations of graph programming, showcasing the ease and versatility of programming with InfiniMem, using its high-level API.
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shard [75], enabling fewer random accesses by having all vertices’ neighbors available before
processing each shard. Note that representing shards in InfiniMem is very simple.
// SZ = SIZEOF_INPUT;
// BSZ = BATCH_SIZE;
// vb = vertices;

//
//
//
//

SZ = SIZEOF_INPUT;
BSZ = BATCH_SIZE;
v = vertices;
e = edgeLists;

Graph<V>::process() {
for(i=0; i<SZ; i+=BSZ) {
// fetch a batch
vb=fetchBatch(ID(i), BSZ);

Graph<V, E>::process() {
for(i=0; i<SZ; i+=BSZ) {
// fetch a batch
vb=v.fetchBatch(ID(i), BSZ);
// fetch corr. edgelist
eb=e.fetchBatch(ID(i), BSZ);
for(j=0; j<BSZ; j++)
vb[j].update(eb[j]);

for(j=0; j<BSZ; j++)
vb[j].update();

storeBatch(vb, BSZ);

storeBatch(vb, BSZ);
}

}
}

}

(a) process()-ing graph in Figure 3.1b.

(b) process() for decoupled Vertex.

// NS = NUM_SHARDS;
// SS = SIZEOF_SHARD;
// vs = vertexShard;
Graph<V, E>::process() {
for(i=0; i<NS; i++) {
// fetch entire memory shard
mshrd = vs[i].fetchBatch(.., SS);
// fetch sliding shards
for(j=0; j<NS; j++)
sshrd += vs[j].fetchBatch(..,..);
sg = buildSubGraph(mshrd, sshrd);
foreach(v in sg)
v.update();
storeBatch(mshrd, SS);
}
}

(c) Custom process()-ing for shards.

Figure 3.5: Default and custom overrides for process() via low-level InfiniMem API.
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Figure 3.5a illustrates the default process(): objects in the Box or Bag are read
in batches and processed one at a time. For graphs with vertices decoupled from edgelists,
vertices and edgelists are read in batches and processed one vertex at a time (Figure 3.5b);
batches are concurrently processed. Figure 3.5c illustrates custom shard processing: each
memory shard and corresponding sliding shards build the subgraph in memory; then each
vertex in the subgraph is processed [75].

3.3

InfiniMem’s I/O Efficient Object Representation
We now discuss the I/O efficient representation provided by InfiniMem. Specifically,

we propose an Implicitly Indexed representation for fixed-sized data (Box); and an Explicitly
Indexed representation for variable-sized data (Bag).
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Figure 3.6: Indexed disk representation of fixed- and variable-sized objects.

As the number of objects grows beyond what can be accommodated in main
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memory, the frequency of object I/O to/from disk storage will increase. This warrants
an organization of the disk storage that reduces I/O latency. To allow an object to be
addressed regardless of where it resides, it is assigned a unique numeric ID from a stream of
non-negative, monotonically increasing integers. Figure 3.6 shows the access mechanism for
objects using their IDs: fixed-sized data is stored at a location determined by its ID and its
fixed size: FILE_START + (sizeof(Object)*ID). For variable-sized data, we use a metafile
whose fixed-sized address entries store the offset of the variable-sized data into the datafile.
The Vertex declared in Figure 3.4a for example, would only use the explicitly indexed Bag
notation to store data, while the representations in Figure 3.4b and Figure 3.4c use both the
Box and Bag for the fixed size Vertex and the variable sized EdgeList respectively. Thus,
fixed-sized data can be fetched/stored in a single logical disk seek and variable-sized data in
two logical seeks. This ensures fetch and store times are nearly constant with InfiniMem and
independent of the number of objects in the file (like random memory access), and enabling:
– Efficient access for Fixed-Sized objects: Using the object ID to index into the datafile,
InfiniMem gives fast access to fixed-sized objects in 1 logical seek.
– Efficient access for Variable-Sized objects: The metafile enables fast, random-access
access to objects in the datafile, in at most 2 logical seeks.
– Random Access Disk I/O: The indexing mechanism provides an imitation of random
access to both fixed and variable sized objects on disk.
– Sequential/Batch Disk I/O: To read n consecutive objects, we seek to the start of the
first object. We then read sizeof(obj)*n bytes and up to the end of the last object in the
sequence for fixed- and variable-sized objects, respectively.
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– Concurrent I/O: For parallel processing, different objects in the datafile must be concurrently and safely accessed. Given the large number of objects, individual locks for each object
would be impractical. Instead, InfiniMem provides locks for groups of objects: to decrease
lock conflicts, we group non-contiguous objects using modulo ID modulo a MAX_CONCURRENCY
parameter set at 25.

3.4

Evaluation
We now evaluate the programmability and performance of InfiniMem. This

evaluation is based upon three class of applications: probabilistic web analytics, graph/mesh
generation, and graph processing. We also study the scalability of size oblivious applications
written using InfiniMem with degree of parallelism and input sizes. We programmed size
oblivious versions of several applications using InfiniMem and are listed in Table 3.1. We
begin with data analytics benchmarks: frequency counting using arrays, membership query
using hash tables, and probabilistic membership query using Bloom filters. Then, in addition
to mesh generation, in this evaluation, we use a variety of graph processing algorithms from
diverse domains like graph mining, machine learning, etc. The Connected Components (CC)
algorithm finds nodes in a graph that are connected to each other by at least one path, with
applications in graph theory. Graph Coloring (GC) assigns a color to a vertex such that it
is distinct from those of all its neighboring vertices with applications in register allocation
etc. In a web graph, PageRank (PR) [95] iteratively ranks a page based on the ranks of
pages with inbound links to the page and is used to rank web search results. NumPaths
(NP) counts the number of paths between a source and other vertices. From a source node
in a graph, Single Source Shortest Path (SSSP) finds the shortest path to all other nodes in
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the graph with applications in logistics and transportation.

3.4.1

Programmability
Application
Additional
Probabilistic Web Analytics
Frequency Counting
2+3+3
Membership Query
2+3+3
Bloom Filter
2+4+3
Graph/Mesh Generation
Mesh Generation
2+2+2
Graph Processing
Graph Coloring
PageRank
SSSP
1+3+2
Num Paths
Connected Components

LoC
=8
=8
=9
=6

=6

Table 3.1: Between 6 and 9 additional lines of code are needed to make these applications
size oblivious. Graph processing uses decoupled version (Figure 3.4b).

Writing size oblivious programs with InfiniMem is simple. The programmer needs
to only: (a) initialize the InfiniMem library, (b) identify the large collections and Box or
Bag them as necessary, and (c) use the default process()-ing engine or provide a custom
engine. Table 3.1 quantifies the ease of programming with InfiniMem by listing the number
of additional lines of code for these tasks to make the program size oblivious using the
default processing engine. At most 9 lines of code are needed in this case and InfiniMem
does all the heavy lifting with about 700 lines for the I/O subsystem, and about 900 lines for
the runtime, all of which hides the complexity of making data structures disk-resident from
the user. Even programming the shard processing framework was relatively easy: about 100
lines for simplistic shard generation and another 200 lines for rest of the processing including
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loading memory and corresponding sliding shards, building the subgraph in memory and
processing the subgraph; rest of the complexity of I/O etc., are handled by InfiniMem.

3.4.2

Performance
We now present the runtime performance of applications written using InfiniMem.

We evaluated InfiniMem on a Dell Inspiron machine with 8 cores and 8GB RAM with
a commodity 500GB, 7200RPM SATA 3.0 Hitachi HUA722050CLA330 hard drive. For
consistency, the disk cache is fully flushed before each run.

Size Oblivious Graph Processing
We begin with the evaluation of graph processing applications using input graph
datasets with varying number of vertices and edges, listed in Table 3.2. Orkut, Pokec, and
LiveJournal graphs are directed graphs representing friend relationships. Vertices in the
Amazon graph represent products, while edges represent purchases. The largest input in
this evaluation is rmat-805-134 at 14GB on disk, 805M edges and 134M vertices.
Input Graph
Pokec (PO)
Live Journal (JL)
Orkut-2007 (OR)
Delicious-UI (DL)
RMAT-536-67 (R5)
RMAT-805-134 (R8)

|V |
1,632,804
4,847,571
3,072,627
33,778,221
67,108,864
134,217,728

|E|
61,245,128
68,993,773
223,534,301
151,772,443
536,870,912
805,306,368

Size
497M
1.2G
3.2G
4.2G
8.8G
14G

Table 3.2: Inputs used in this evaluation.

We first discuss the benefits of decoupling edges from vertices. When vertex data
and edgelists are in the same data structure, line 22 in Algorithm 3 requires fetching the
edgelists for the vertices even though they are not used in this phase of the computation.
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Decoupling the edgelists from vertex data has the benefit of avoiding wasteful I/O: the
running times in seconds for these two configurations are shown in Table 3.3. The very large
decrease in running time is due to the extremely wasteful I/O that reads the variable sized
edgelists along with the vertex data even though only the vertex data is needed.

I/P
PO
LJ
OK
DL
R5
R8

PageRank
Co DeCo
2,228
172
8,975
409
3,323
81
32,743 1,484
23,588 3,233
25,698 3,391

Conn Comp
Co DeCo
352
60
1,316
122
3,750
277
15,404
904
12,118 2,545
>8h 3,380

Numpaths
Co DeCo
37
8
106
14
459
11
1,112
67
1,499
861
3,069 1,482

Graph Coloring
Co
DeCo
277
28
602
58
3,046
140
9,524
365
5,783
1,167
11,332
2,071

SSSP
Co DeCo
48
7
133
70
660
154
1,453
65
1,853
584
>8h 2,882

Table 3.3: Decoupling vertex and edgelists improves performance by avoiding wasteful I/O
(time in seconds). ‘Co’ and ‘DeCo’ refer to coupled and decoupled respectively.
Figure 3.7 shows the I/O breakdowns for various benchmarks on the moderately
sized Delicious-UI input. While the programming effort with InfiniMem is already minimal,
switching between representations for the same program can be easier too: with as little as a
single change to data structure definition (figures 3.4a-3.4b), the programmer can evaluate
different representations.
Tables 3.4 and 3.5 show the frequencies and percentage of total execution time
spent in various I/O operations for processing the decoupled graph representation with
InfiniMem, as illustrated in Figure 3.4b. Observe that the number of batched vertex reads
and writes is the same in Table 3.4 since both vertices and edgelists are read together in
batches. There are no individual vertex writes since InfiniMem only writes vertices in
batches. Moreover, the number of batched vertex writes is less than the reads since we write
only updated vertices and as the algorithm converges, in some batches, there are no updates.
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% of Decoupled over Coupled

7%
IO Time
Total Time

6%
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4%
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PR

CC

NP
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Figure 3.7: Percentage(%) of IO and execution time for decoupled over coupled representations for various applications on the ‘Delicious-UI’ input.
Observe in Table 3.5 that as described earlier and as expected, the maximum time is spent
in random vertex reads.

I/O Operation
Vertex Batched Reads
Edge Batched Reads
Vertex Individual Reads
Vertex Batched Writes

LJ
7,891
7,891
865e+6
7,883

OK
421
421
188e+6
413

DL
40,578
40,578
2.8e+9
40,570

R5
12,481
12,481
1.8e+9
12,473

R8
24,052
24,052
2.5e+9
24,044

Table 3.4: Frequencies of operations for various inputs for PageRank.

I/O Operation
Vertex Batched Reads
Edge Batched Reads
Vertex Individual Reads
Vertex Batched Writes
Total IO

LJ
0.05%
8.48%
54.80%
0.12%
63.45%

OK
0.02%
2.75%
71.59%
0.03%
74.39%

DL
0.31%
11.25%
76.96%
0.37%
88.89%

R5
0.12%
7.75%
86.47%
0.04%
94.38%

R8
0.13%
9.72%
81.73%
0.10%
91.68%

Table 3.5: Percentage of time for I/O operations for various inputs for PageRank.
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Sharding with InfiniMem
In the rest of this discussion, we always use the decoupled versions of Vertex and
EdgeLists. We now compare various versions of graph processing using InfiniMem. Table 3.6
compares the performance of the two simple graph processing frameworks we built on top of
InfiniMem with that of GraphChi-provided implementations in their 8 thread configuration.
InfiniShard refers to the shard processing framework based on InfiniMem. In general, the
slowdown observed with InfiniMem is due to the large number of random reads generated,
which is O(|E|). For PageRank with Orkut, however, we see speedup for the following
reason: as the iterations progress, the set of changed vertices becomes considerably small:
∼50. So, the number of random reads generated also goes down considerably, speeding up
PageRank on the Orkut input. With Connected Components, our InfiniMem runs slower
primarily because the GraphChi converges in less than half as many iterations on most inputs.
Table 3.6 also presents the data for PageRank that processes shards with our InfiniMem
library as compared to the very fine-tuned GraphChi library. The speedup observed in
Table 3.6 from InfiniMem to InfiniShard is from eliminating random reads enabled by the
shard format. Notice that even with our quick, unoptimized ∼350 line implementation of
sharding, the average slowdown we see is only 18.7% for PageRank and 22.7% for Connected
Components compared to the highly tuned and hand-optimized GraphChi implementation.
Therefore, we have shown that InfiniMem can be used to easily and quickly provide a size
oblivious programming experience along with I/O efficiency for quickly evaluating various
representations of the same data.
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I/P
PO
LJ
OK
DL
R5
R8

PageRank Time (sec)
InfiniMem InfiniShard
GraphChi
(speedup)
(speedup)
172 (0.72)
121 (1.02)
124
409 (0.90)
488 (0.76)
371
81 (1.91)
190 (0.82)
156
1,484 (0.43)
730 (0.89)
652
3,233 (0.36) 1,637 (0.70)
1,146
3,391 (0.44) 2,162 (0.69)
1,492

Conn. Comp. Time (sec)
InfiniMem InfiniShard
GraphChi
(speedup)
(speedup)
60 (0.40)
26 (0.92)
24
122 (0.49)
80 (0.75)
60
277 (0.44)
142 (0.87)
123
904 (0.17)
191 (0.78)
149
2,545 (0.21)
746 (0.71)
529
3,380 (0.30) 1,662 (0.61)
1,016

Table 3.6: InfiniMem-Decoupled vs. InfiniMem-Sharding vs. GraphChi. The speedups
presented are over GraphChi.
Size-Oblivious Programming of Probabilistic Apps
Here, we present the throughput numbers for the probabilistic applications in
Table 3.7. We evaluated these applications by generating uniformly random numeric input.
Frequency counting is evaluated by counting frequencies of random inserts while membership
query and Bloom filter are evaluated using uniformly generated random queries on the
previously generated uniformly random input. Jenkins hashes are used in Bloom filter.
Bloom filter achieves about half the throughput of Frequency Counting since Bloom filter
generates twice as many writes.

Application
Frequency Counting
Membership Query
Bloom Filter

Throughput (queries/sec)
635,031
446,536
369,726

Table 3.7: Throughput for the probabilistic applications.

We also experimented with search/grep. We searched for entries using the Orkut
input file (3.2GB on disk) as an input file. Using a naive, sequential scan and search took
67 seconds. Using InfiniMem with 1 thread took 15 seconds, while using 4 threads took
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5 seconds for the same naive search implementation. The highly optimized GNU Regular
Expressions utility took an average of 4.5 seconds for the same search. This shows that in
addition to ease of programming, InfiniMem delivers performance even with very simple
implementations.

3.4.3

Scalability
Next, we present data to show that InfiniMem scales with increasing parallelism.

Figure 3.8a shows the total running times for various applications on the 14GB rmat-805-134
input: for most applications InfiniMem scales well up to 8 threads.
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Figure 3.8: Scalability of InfiniMem with parallelism and input size.
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However, given that the performance of applications is determined by the data
representation and the number of random accesses that result in disk I/O, we want to study
how well InfiniMem scales with increasing input size. To objectively study the scalability with
increasing number of edges with fixed vertices and controlling for variations in distribution
of vertex degrees and other input graph characteristics, we perform a controlled experiment
where we resort to synthetic inputs with 4M vertices and 40M, 80M, 120M, 160M and
200M edges. Figure 3.8c shows the time for each of the for these inputs. We see that with
increasing parallelism, InfiniMem scales well for increasing number of edges in the graph.
This shows that InfiniMem effectively manages the limited memory resource by orchestrating
seamless offloading to disk as required by the application. The performance on real-world
graphs is determined by specific characteristics of the graph like distribution of degrees of
the vertices etc. But for a graph of a specified size, Figure 3.8c can be viewed as a practical
upper bound.
Figure 3.8b illustrates the scalability achievable with programming with InfiniMem
with parallelism for the Frequency counting, Exact membership query and Probabilistic
membership query using Bloom filters. Notice that these applications scale well with
increasing number of threads as well as increasing input sizes. The execution time for Bloom
filter is significantly larger since Bloom filter generates more random writes, depending on
the number of hash functions utilized by the filter; here, two independent hashes are used.
Figure 3.8d illustrates that very large graph generation is feasible with InfiniMem
by showing the generation of a Mesh with 7.5M vertices and 300M edges which takes about
40 minutes (2400 seconds). We observe that up to 5M vertices and 200M edges, the time
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for generation increases nearly linearly with the number of edges generated after which
the generation begins to slow down. This slowdown is not due to the inherent complexity
of generating larger graphs: the number of type of disk operations needed to add edges
is independent of the size of the graph – edge addition entails adding the vertex as the
neighbor’s neighbor and accessing the desired data in InfiniMem requires a maximum of 2
logical seeks. Instead, the slowdown is because modifications of variable sized data structures
in InfiniMem are appended to the datafile on disk, which grows very large over time and
the disk caching mechanisms begin to get less effective. Compare this with the fact that
GTGraph crashed immediately for a graph with just 1M vertices and 400M edges.

3.5

Summary
This chapter presented the InfiniMem system for enabling size oblivious program-

ming. The techniques developed in this chapter are incorporated in the versatile general
purpose InfiniMem library. In addition to various general purpose programs, we also built
two more very domain specific graph processing frameworks on top of InfiniMem including
processing GraphChi-style shards. InfiniMem performance scales well with parallelism,
increasing input size highlighting the necessity of concurrent I/O design in a parallel set up.
Our experiments show that InfiniMem can successfully generate a graph with 7.5M vertices
and 300M edges (4.5 GB on disk) in 40 minutes and compute PageRank on an RMAT graph
with 134M vertices and 805M edges (14GB on disk) on an 8-core machine in ∼54 minutes.
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Chapter 4

ABC 2: Adaptively Balancing
Computation and Communication
in DSM Clusters
Big-data applications have become increasingly important in many application
domains. The large inputs offer data level parallelism at a scale that makes it attractive
to run such applications on distributed shared memory (DSM) based modern clusters
composed of multicore machines. Clusters offer an attractive computing platform for
achieving scalable performance on data and compute intensive applications. To simplify the
task of programming clusters, distributed shared memory (DSM) has been widely used. The
memory resources available across the machines in a cluster are harnessed as one and made
available to the application in form of shared-memory. The large amount of application
data stored in DSM is actually scattered across the machines and must be transferred
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across them as needed by the computation. A variety of DSMs have been built in the
past [8, 58, 112]. These DSMs were developed before the advent of multicore machines.
To deliver high performance, latency hiding mechanisms were deployed to mitigate the
impact of communication delays associated with transferring data across machines: for
example, creating multiple application threads was the common approach. The primary
limitation of this approach is that computation and communication are still coupled: the
communication is still in the critical path of computation. Moreover, with the advent of
multi-cores, a much larger number of application threads becomes feasible – but that also
increases communication which can quickly become the bottleneck on DSMs.
Our analysis of several applications that require software speculation for correct
parallel execution shows that the balance between computation and communication differs
between applications. Decoupling communication and computation will allow for dynamically balancing computation and communication – this will automatically achieve optimal
performance even in the face of changes to the DSM/cluster HW/SW configuration. In
this work, we study this balance in the context of DSM for applications that benefit from
speculative parallelism [40, 94, 106].
In this chapter, we study this balance in the context of DSMs and exploit the
multiple cores present in modern multicore machines by creating three kinds of threads
which allows us to dynamically balance computation and communication: compute threads
to exploit data level parallelism in the computation; fetch threads that replicate data into
object-stores before it is accessed by compute threads; and update threads that make results
computed by compute threads visible to all compute threads by writing them to DSM. We
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observe that the best configuration for above mechanisms varies across different inputs in
addition to the variation across different applications. To this end, we design ABC 2 : a
runtime algorithm that automatically configures the DSM using simple runtime information
such as: observed object prefetch and update queue lengths. This runtime algorithm achieves
speedups close to that of the best hand-optimized configurations.

4.1

The Need for Distributed Software Speculation
Speculative parallelism is a software technique that parallelizes algorithms by

creating parallel threads to perform computations that may exhibit non-deterministic
sharing of data [40, 94, 106]. Irregular applications, such as vertex centric graph processing
algorithms, contain significant levels of data parallelism as the same operation needs to
be performed repeatedly over the large number of vertices in the graph. On a distributed
system, the vertices and their processing can be distributed across the machines to exploit
data parallelism. While use of DSM makes the task of programming easy and the distributed
caching protocol reduces long latency fetch operations, the irregular nature of parallelism
makes it necessary to employ speculation. Infrequently arising data dependences requires
processing of interdependent vertices to be serialized. While these dependences are infrequent,
they are dependent upon the input data set, and hence are revealed at runtime. Speculation
involves processing vertices in parallel assuming that there are no dependences between
them, runtime detection of misspeculation when the dependences arise, and then recovering
from them. As long as misspeculation rate is low, the benefits of speculation far outweigh
the cost of recovering from misspeculation.
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Techniques for exploiting data-parallelism have been extensively researched, but
parallelizing irregular applications is still work in progress [103, 70]. Irregular applications or
applications with irregular parallelism are typically those that process structures like graphs
and cannot be statically analyzed for parallelism the way regular data-parallel applications
can [70]. The parallelism present in these applications is actually input dependent, which
can vary from one run to the next. For example, a road network is a sparse graph while a
social network is often a power law graph. Parallelizing applications that handle diverse
types of inputs requires dynamic techniques like speculation.
Software speculation [105, 104] is a runtime approach to loop parallelization which
speculates that there are no cross iteration data dependencies and treats the loop as if it were
a doall loop. Once the computation is complete, a misspeculation detection phase checks if
any data dependency violations have actually occurred. If not, the computation can commit
the computed value; in case of a violation, the result of the computation is discarded and
the computation restarted. Speculation is accomplished by privatization of data [105]: a
copy of the data is saved in a compute-private buffer to isolate the computation from other
concurrently executing computations. The modified data in the thread-private buffer is then
speculatively committed back to memory. This approach has also been applied recently in
SpiceC [40] for shared as well as distributed memory software speculation [30].
As an example consider the pseudocode for graph coloring listed in Algorithm 4.1.
To parallelize the loop on Line 2 requires speculation since the list of vertex’s neighbors can
only be known at runtime. Speculation involves treating this for loop as a doall loop and
executing it in parallel. When the vertices being processed in parallel are not neighbors, no
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misspeculation is encountered. However, if neighbors are processed in parallel, they may
be assigned the same color leading to misspeculation. A commit phase that updates the
colors of vertices detects this misspeculation and initiates recovery. The recovery requires
repeating the coloring process for a vertex. If misspeculation occurs infrequently, speculative
parallelization results in speedups.
Algorithm 4: Vertex-centric sequential graph coloring.
1

Graph g;

2

for int i=0; i<g.size(); i++ do
Vertex v = g[i];
v.color = 0;
for int j=0; j<v.numNeighbors(); j++ do
if v.nbr[j].color == v.color then
v.color++;

3
4
5
6
7

As shown in Figure 4.1, the node Ni being colored by thread Ti is the neighbor
of the node Nj which is concurrently being colored by thread Tj . Therefore, the coloring
information of node Ni with thread Tj and node Nj with thread Ti may indicate that the
two nodes are not colored. This can lead to incorrect coloring assignment, i.e. the two nodes
may be assigned the same color.

dũ

dŝ

Eŝ

Eũ

Figure 4.1: Dependencies between neighboring nodes requires speculation in order to correctly
parallelize graph coloring.
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On the face of it, it appears that an algorithm such as graph coloring cannot be
parallelized. However, this is where speculation comes in. With speculation, there are
two distinct phases: (1) computation and (2) commit. To begin, each computation thread
speculates that the data it reads will stay current during the computation and proceeds
with the computation and stores the results privately. Once the computation is complete,
the thread attempts to commit the results in order to make these results visible to other
computation threads. As part of the commit phase, a mis-speculation check is performed to
assert that the data read by the thread is, in fact, still current. The result of a speculative
computation is committed only if the mis-speculation check succeeds. On failure, the result
of the computation is discarded and the computation is scheduled to be re-executed.
Therefore, in the presence of potential sharing between concurrently executing
threads, the key idea behind speculation is to speculate that such sharing does not occur and
proceed with the computation. Once the results of the computation are ready to be written
to memory, a mis-speculation check is performed to assert the absence of such sharing.
This can be achieved by resorting to versioning of data, for example. Thus, speculative
parallelism only commits those results that are computed from most current values. With
speculative parallelism, data commit failures can arise from violating write-read or read-write
or write-write dependencies that manifest at runtime. In this work, we use the SpiceC [40]
speculative execution model.
Software speculation has been been successfully applied to parallelize irregular
applications for distributed shared memory systems [105, 40]. However, distributed software
speculation has not been fully researched. In this work we study the interaction between
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caching and speculation. In the presence of a cache, every read from the local cache in the
DSM can cause a misspeculation because, due to network latency, even though a cached
object may have been updated on the remote machine, the invalidate may not have been
received at the local cache before the object is speculatively read. Therefore, in a DSM with
caching, larger caches can lead to more misspeculations.
For speculation to be effective, the sharing of nodes between concurrently executing
threads should be small. If such sharing is high, the potential benefits from speculation
will be offset by repeated re-computations caused by commit failures that result from failed
mis-speculation checks. Examples of applications that have low sharing and can benefit from
speculative execution include: Graph Coloring (GC), Single Source Shortest Path (SSSP),
KMeans (KM) and Maximal Independent Set (MIS).

4.2

Communication Bottleneck on Multicore Machines
While clusters have an inherently scalable architecture, shared memory systems are

easier to program than clusters since there is only one memory and address space to manage.
To make programming of clusters easy, the Distributed Shared Memory (DSM) paradigm has
been widely used. With DSMs, the programmer uses the familiar shared memory paradigm,
while the underlying DSM runtime transparently translates and handles remote load/store
requests and via caching it minimizes the need for long latency fetch operations. DSM
systems like the object based Orca [8] and linear-memory based Shasta [112] leverage caching
and prefetching, via automated and programmable prefetch-hints, to tolerate communication
latencies.
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Since each machine in a modern cluster supports multiple cores, simultaneous
requests for communication originating from multiple computation threads can rapidly
cause the communication to become a performance bottleneck – if programs designed for
prior DSMs and developed for a cluster of uniprocessor machines are naively executed on
modern multicore machines by simply running more threads on each machine, the network
becomes the bottleneck. For example, on a cluster of six 8-core machines, we observed that
a 5x increase in the number of threads generating communication requests resulted in a
7x increase in fetch time from the DSM. In this work we exploit multicore machines to
tolerate communication latency by introducing dedicated communication threads and move
the communication latency off the critical path.
Applications generate high-priority fetch requests when the node to be processed is
needed – these must be serviced immediately and the requesting thread blocks until this
request completes. Once a node has been fetched, additional requests are issued to prefetch
the neighbors. Finally, once the speculative computation is completed, an update request is
issued to commit the updated private copy of the data. The update thread performs the
mis-speculation check and performs the commit asynchronously and off the critical path of
the speculative computation.
Computation being performed generates two types of network requests: fetch and
update. In addition, to tolerate fetch latency, prefetch requests may also be issued. Fetch
requests are of the highest priority since a computation must stall on a fetch. On the other
hand, prefetch requests can be given a lower priority because they are issued to reduce
latency of future fetch requests and update requests can be given lower priority because there
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may or may not be other computations waiting on the updates. Therefore, depending upon
the spare network capacity, prefetch requests and update requests should be accommodated
at a rate that does not overwhelm the network. Moreover, depending upon the needs of
the application, a balance between handling of prefetch and update requests should be
maintained. In this work, for each machine, the number of outstanding prefetch requests
and outstanding update requests is controlled to: limit the amount of network capacity they
use; and to maintain a balance between the two types of requests. We develop a system
to achieve this goal that, for a given number of compute threads, dynamically varies the
number of prefetch threads and update threads to meet the needs of the application.
As an example, our experiments show that merely increasing the number of compute
threads can actually hurt the performance of distributed Graph Coloring – on a cluster of 6
machines, the speedup with 4 computation threads and 4 prefetch threads was 2.4x that
of the speedup with 8 computation threads and 4 prefetch threads. We further observed
that blindly increasing either prefetch or update threads in DSM based programs also can
hurt performance. An optimal configuration that uses just 4 compute threads per machine
and dynamically varies the number of update threads was faster than the case of 4 compute
threads with 4 prefetchers by a factor of 1.2x. To summarize, this data illustrates that fewer
computation threads when balanced with communication gives better speedup compared
to more computation threads. Clearly, this data is an indicator for the need to carefully
balance computation and communication in DSM based applications.
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4.3

Dynamically Adaptive Communication
This latency tolerance mechanism hides communication latency by creating com-

munication threads that run concurrently with computation on the multicore machine. Two
types of communication threads are used: prefetch threads and update threads. Prefetch
threads fetch objects from the DSM into the prefetch buffer before they are accessed by
the threads on a machine so that computation threads can avoid potential long access
latency. Update threads are responsible for writing modified objects to the DSM so that
computation threads can proceed with execution without waiting for object updates in DSM
to complete. Given a fixed number of computation threads, the number of communication
threads required will depend upon the rate at which the computation threads initiate fetch
and update operations from and to the DSM. Therefore we must decide:
• Degree of prefetching - determined by the number of prefetch threads that are created
to run concurrently with the given number of computation threads; and
• Aggressiveness of updates - determined by the number of update threads that are
created to run concurrently with computation threads.
An appropriate balance between computation and communication threads must be dynamically maintained at runtime to optimize performance.

4.3.1

Motivating Study
In this section, we present results of a study that motivates the conjecture that

different applications require different balance between communication and computation.
Table 5.1 lists the applications considered in this work and their characteristics. For this
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study, we consider applications with speculative parallelism [40, 94, 106]. We briefly describe
these classes of applications in subsection Section 4.3.2. Observe that that applications with
low sharing benefit from speculation. This is because when sharing between nodes is low,
the runtime dependencies are fewere and therefore the benefits from speculation are higher
than its overheads.
Application

Graph Coloring (GC)
KMeans (KM)
Single Src Shortest Path (SSSP)
Maximal Independent Set (MIS)

Speculative

Low

Parallelism
√

Sharing
√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Table 4.1: A Suite of Modern Irregular Applications

26
24

Speedup over serial

22
20
18
16
14
12

MIS

SSSP

KM

GC

10

Figure 4.2: Speedups of the parallel versions of the benchmarks over their serial versions.

We first present the raw speedups of the parallel versions (without using our
techniques) over the serial versions. The experiments were conducted on an object-based
DSM we built system [63], which uses the SpiceC’s copy-in copy-out model [40] for speculative
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execution. Figure 4.2 shows that before using our techniques, the speculative benchmarks
achieve 30x speedup on average. Our goal is to further improve the speedups of these parallel
benchmarks.
In the rest of this study, the speedups we present are over the baseline parallel
version that does not use separate prefetching or update threads. This allows us to objectively
study the speedups that can be attributed exclusively to the mechanisms considered in this
study.
In the remainder of this section we study the benefits of our techniques on speculative parallelism observed in applications listed in Table 5.1 and evaluate the benefits from
balancing communication and computation. As mentioned above, the baseline used is the
parallel version without our techniques. This allows us to evaluate the specific benefit from
using dedicated prefetch and update threads and dynamically adapting these resources.

4.3.2

Adapting Communication for Distributed Speculative Parallelism
We now present a study of the speculative benchmarks listed in Figure 5.1. Figure

4.3 show the speedups Graph Coloring (GC), Single Source Shortest Path (SSSP), KMeans
(KM), and Maximal Independent Set (MIS) with varying number of commit and prefetch
threads on the lower axes. The baseline for the speedups is the configuration with zero
prefetch and zero update threads. We now present the observations for communication.

Communication Strategy
Asynchronously prefetching the data needed for computation in the near future can
definitely help speedup the computations: this is seen in the speedups plotted in Figures 4.3a,
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Figure 4.3: Figures 4.3a, 4.3b, 4.3c and 4.3d show the speedups for GC, SSSP, KM and MIS
respectively. Prefetch threads make remote objects locally available, hence avoiding remote
accesses and reducing the average fetch time. Each benchmark was executed on a cluster of
6 machines, running 4 computation threads.
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Figure 4.4: Figures 4.4a, 4.4b, 4.4c and 4.4d show the number of 1K aborts due to misspeculation for GC, SSSP, KM and MIS respectively. Lesser number of commit threads delay the
availability of newly computed object values resulting in higher aborts of computations on
stale data values.
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4.3b, 4.3c and 4.3d. This is especially true when there are a proportionately large number
of neighbors to process for each node. In addition, speculation will benefit from aggressive
updates back to the DSM: this is apparent from the increasing speedup with an increasing
number of commit threads in Figure 4.3. Delaying commits increases the mis-speculation
rate as the computation threads continue to compute results based on potentially stale
values. This can be observed in Figure 4.4 – the aborts are higher for fewer commit threads
and rapidly decrease with increasing commit threads. Further, notice that in most cases
when there are fewer commit threads, aggressive prefetching can result in a 10x increase in
aborts. This is because prefetching aggressively brings in stale values since the newer values
are still in the update queue. As a result, all computations that speculated on prefetched
stale values will eventually abort, thereby resulting in an overall slow down of the program
execution. Therefore, it is imperative that depending on the speed of computation, the
number of update threads – both prefetch and commit – should be dynamically balanced as
needed to speedup commits.
Notice that neither the number of prefetch threads nor the number of commit threads
can be statically determined in advance: the number of most effective prefetch threads depends
on the number of compute threads, the speed of the computation, dynamic network latencies
etc. All these point to the need for dynamically adapting these types of requests.
In the next section, we present an adaptive computational model that directly
follows from the above observations. We propose, present and evaluate various parameters
that can be monitored at runtime. Finally, we evaluate our proposed dynamic model and
show that it achieves speedups close to that of the best hand-optimized parallel versions.
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4.4

ABC 2 : An Adaptive Runtime Framework
The results of the study of applications in the previous section are summarized

in Table 4.2. As we can see, not all applications benefit from prefetching but for those
that do, the appropriate number of prefetch threads can vary. Finally, although update
threads help tolerate latency in all applications, the appropriate number of update threads
varies across applications. Therefore we conclude that to benefit from the latency tolerance
mechanisms we support, it is best to develop a runtime model that supports all of the
proposed mechanisms and, with the help of runtime monitoring, it adapts their use to meet
the needs of the application.
Strategy

Speculative Parallelism

Number of Prefetch Threads

Varying

Number of Update Threads

Varying

Table 4.2: Summary of communication strategies.
In this section we develop an adaptive framework that performs well for all different
types of parallel applications considered without any a priori knowledge of their type or
behavior. We identify parameters that are monitored at runtime to guide and control the
degree of prefetching and aggressiveness of updates. In the remainder of this section we
present the system architecture and design, discuss the parameters monitored at runtime,
and finally present ABC 2 which is the runtime decision making algorithm.

4.4.1

System Design
In this section we present the system design and describe the roles and responsibil-

ities of its various components.
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DSM. We built and used an object-based DSM [63] as the underlying DSM in this study.
Speculation. As described in Section 4.3.2, we have implemented the copy-in, copy-out
speculative model from SpiceC [40] into the object-based DSM. The separate compute
and commit phases of this model are in tune with our need to separate computation and
communication.
Thread Pool. To eliminate the penalty of creating and terminating new threads at runtime,
we employ a thread pool model. A large number of threads of each required type are created
during the runtime initialization. Unused threads are put to sleep and woken up as needed
rather than resorting to polling for work. This prevents idle threads from using CPU
resources.
Prefetching. Prefetching is implemented to take advantage of the graph structures being
used by the applications. The computation threads enque the objects IDs of the objects that
need to be prefetched into the prefetch queue. The prefetch threads first deque the object
IDs from the prefetch queue, then fetch the object asynchronously and place the object into
a prefetch buffer. When per-machine replication is used, the per-machine replica store can
be used as the prefetch buffer. When no replication is used, a separate prefetch buffer needs
to be used.
Updates. Update threads first dequeue the thread-private memory object from the commit
queue and asynchronously commit the data back to the DSM. With speculation, the update
thread must atomically perform the mis-speculation check (discussed in Section 4.3.2) that
involves detecting write-read, read-write, and write-write dependencies for all the data in
the thread-private memory object and then perform the write back to the DSM. Therefore,
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when speculation is used, the update threads work in a commit mode. Note that since the
mis-speculation check and update into the DSM need to be performed atomically, batch
updates into the DSM can be performed efficiently.
Computation. Computations are performed by compute threads. When speculation is
used, the compute threads implement the copy-in, copy-out model to allow concurrent
compute threads to execute in isolation. Under this model, the compute threads copy all the
data used by the computation into a thread-local private memory. Once the computation is
complete, the entire private memory (which also contains the results of the computation)
are pushed into a commit queue, to be handled asynchronously by the update threads.
Similar mechanism is also used for applications with asynchronous parallelism. Figure 4.5
summarizes the overview of the prototype. The core components of the framework are:
1. Object based DSM;
2. Speculation via SpiceC’s copy-in, copy-out model;
3. Separate computation and commit phases; and
4. Prefetch, Compute, and Update thread pools.
The numbering in Figure 4.5 indicates the flow of execution. The compute thread
first populates the prefetch queue with the IDs of objects to be prefetched and returns
to its computation task. The prefetch threads asynchronously fetch the necessary data
from the DSM into the prefetch-buffer. When the compute thread needs a data item, it
first looks up the prefetch buffer and brings it into the per-machine replication stores as
appropriate; the compute thread then continues with its task. Once completed, the compute
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thread pushes the results of the computation into the update queue and starts working on
the next computation. The update threads dequeue the data from the update queue and
commit or discard the results of the computation depending on the success or failure of the
mis-speculation check.
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Figure 4.5: The ABC 2 system design showing the DSM, Prefetch, Compute & Update
threads.

Adapt Prefetching:
// At the start of the prefetch task:
0. if(prefetch_q.length > PQ_Threshold):
1.
wakeup_more_prefetchers()
2. else:
3.
sleep_extra_prefetchers()
Adapt Updates:
// At the start of update task:
0. if(update_q.length > UQ_Threshold):
1.
wakeup_more_udapters()
2. else:
3.
sleep_extra_updaters()

Figure 4.6: The ABC 2 Algorithm.
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4.4.2

The ABC 2 Algorithm
For each of the decisions the runtime needs to make, we consider the various

parameters that we evaluated in Section 4.3.1. To vary the number of prefetch threads, we
propose to monitor the length of the prefetch queue, which contains the IDs of objects that
need to be prefetched. Finally, to vary the number of update threads, we monitor the length
of update queue, which contains the results of computations to be written back to the DSM.
The adaptive ABC 2 algorithm monitors the various parameters listed above to
adapt the computation model and communication resources. There are two independent
parts to the algorithm, both of which are initiated simultaneously at start of the application.
The two independent parts adaptively control the prefetch threads, and update threads.
The listing in Figure 4.6 presents the adaptive algorithm. To adapt prefetching and updates,
more threads are used depending upon the current queue sizes. In these experiments, the
maximum number of prefetch threads was experimentally bounded at 25 and the number of
update threads was bounded at 64.
Each of the parameters like prefetch and update queue lengths are monitored as
needed in Figure 4.6. We now briefly discuss the benefits and generality of monitoring these
parameters.

1. Prefetch-queue length: To turn on or turn off prefetching on demand, we simply
leverage the presence of the prefetch queue. We will always have at least one prefetcher
active. If this prefetcher observes many pending data objects to be prefetched, by
querying the prefetch queue length, it will wake up more prefetchers. If prefetchers
find no work to do, they simply go to sleep until woken up again.
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2. Update-queue length: Update threads are dynamically adjusted in a manner similar to
that used for prefetch threads, with the exception that the update threads monitor
the length of the update queue.

4.4.3

Evaluation of ABC 2
We now evaluate the ABC 2 framework on a cluster of 6 8-core Dell T410 machines

each with 8 GB memory, running Ubuntu 10.04, Kernel v2.6.32-21. Our goal is to compare
the speedups achieved by the adaptive framework with those of the fastest configurations
from the study in Section 4.3.2. The speculative benchmarks are run with 4 compute threads,
while adaptively varying prefetch and update threads. In this evaluation, we consider the
following different configurations:
• Basic, which is the basic configuration without prefetch or update threads: without
ABC 2 , prefetching and updates are handled by the computation thread itself.
• Optimal, which is the fastest configuration from the motivation in Section 4.3.2.
• Average, where the maximum number of prefetch and update threads is set to the
respective average numbers as measured in the ABC 2 version.
We show that for each benchmark, our adaptive framework (a) automatically
selects the optimal fastest configuration seen in the study above; and (b) achieves speedups
comparable to the fastest configuration.
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Speedup over parallel baseline

Basic

2.6
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2

Optimal

ABC

2.4
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(a) Speedups without and with ABC 2 .
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1
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(b) Performance evaluation of ABC 2 .

Speedup over serial baseline
We first show that parallel benchmarks running on 6 machines with tt ABC 2
achieve significant speedups over the Basic version without ABC 2 . The speedups in this
experiment are baselined to the serial versions of their benchmarks. Both the serial and
parallel versions fetch data from the DSM and update data back into the DSM. In the serial
versions of the benchmarks, the network communication is handled by the computation
thread itself. Figure 4.7a compares the speedups of the Basic, Optimal and ABC 2 . First,
we see that without ABC 2 , the Basic versions of speculative benchmarks, on an average,
achieve speedups of 18x. Next, we see that the best achievable speedups with prefetch and
update threads from the study in Section 4.3.1 is significantly higher: an average of 40x
for the speculative benchmarks. On an average, this is an improvement over the Basic
version by 22x for speculative benchmarks. This clearly shows that ABC 2 algorithm is
beneficial for performance. This apparently very large increase is because these benchmarks
are mostly network-bound due to the DSM communication. Therefore, providing dedicated
resources for network IO in the form of prefetch and update threads hides the network
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communication latency while simultaneously allowing the computations to make progress
with overall speedup.

Speedup over parallel baseline
We now evaluate the speedup benefits of ABC 2 for the parallel versions of the
benchmarks. The baseline in this experiment is the parallel benchmark running on 6
machines without dedicated prefetching or update threads; the fetches and updates are
handled by the computation thread itself. This baseline allows us to evaluate the specific
benefit of the ABC 2 algorithm dynamically adapting the prefetch and update threads for
parallel programs. Therefore, the speedups presented here are over and above the speedups
achieved by the parallel program without adaptive communication. Figure 4.7b compares
the speedups of the Optimal configuration from Section 4.3.1 with the speedups achieved
by the ABC 2 algorithm. We see that the ABC 2 algorithm achieves speedups between 1-6%

Average

Maximum

Active update threads

25
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5

Average

Maximum

40
30
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10

(c) Concurrently active prefetch threads.

MIS

SSSP

GC
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SSSP

0
KM

0

50

KM

30

GC

Active prefetch threads

of that achieved in the study.

(d) Concurrently active update threads.
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Adaptive Prefetching and Updates
Finally, we evaluate the specific improvements accrued by ABC 2 adaptively varying
prefetch and update threads. Comparing the speedups achieved using the average numbers
for prefetch and update threads obtained from Figures 4.7c and 4.7d with the speedups
obtained by the ABC 2 , we see that ABC 2 always gives better speedups close to the optimal
in the study. This indicates that a higher maximum number for prefetch and update threads
employed by ABC 2 is important and useful in achieving better speedups.
Figures 4.7c and 4.7d show the average and maximum number of concurrently
active prefetch and update threads as measured by the ABC 2 algorithm. We see that the
ABC 2 algorithm uses, on an average, 5 prefetch threads. On an average, all the asynchronous
benchmarks use just 2 update threads while the speculative benchmarks use 16 update
threads, except for KM, which uses only 2 update threads. The update phase of asynchronous
benchmarks is significantly shorter compared to the speculative benchmarks: for GC, SSSP
and MIS, since a node’s value is calculated based on its neighbors, the mis-speculation check
involves the node and all its neighbors. Therefore, speculative updates are network-bound
and time consuming, but not CPU-bound. Hence, with fewer update threads, more commit
requests can get queued to the update queue. But as can be seen from the Adapt Updates
section in Figure 4.6, when the update queue length is greater than a threshold, the ABC 2
algorithm wakes up more update threads. This does not happen often with asynchronous
benchmarks since there is no mis-speculation check in their updates. With KM, the misspeculation check only involves the single cluster data; there is no notion of neighbors in
this case. Therefore, the mis-speculation check is fast and hence fewer number of update
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threads are sufficient to keep the update queue length below the set threshold. Also, the
maximum numbers show that occasionally the ABC 2 algorithm uses a maximum of 25
prefetch threads and 49 update threads. The vertical bars show the standard deviation
around the average number of prefetch and update threads. The average, standard deviation
and the maximum are indicative of the dynamically varying number of prefetch and update
threads in the ABC 2 algorithm. The standard errors for the average number of prefetch
and update threads are 0.0036 and 0.0054, indicating a very high confidence in the average
numbers shown.

4.5

Summary
In this paper, we motivate the need to delicately balance computation and commu-

nication for applications with speculative and asynchronous parallelism. To address this
problem, we propose to enable fine-tuned balance between computation and communication:
we propose the separation of concerns into prefetch, compute and update threads. To
dynamically adapt the system based on the runtime application and data characteristics,
we proposed a scheme to monitor data sharing, hit-rates and fetch-times. An evaluation of
the ABC 2 model shows that the adaptive scheme achieves performance close to that of the
optimal case.
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Chapter 5

Distributed Software Speculation
on Caching DSMs
Clusters with caching DSMs deliver programmability and performance by supporting shared-memory programming model and tolerating communication latency of remote
fetches via caching. The input of a data parallel program is partitioned across machines in
the cluster while the DSM transparently fetches and caches remote data as needed by the
application. Irregular applications are challenging to parallelize because the input related
data dependences that manifest at runtime require the use of speculation for correct parallel
execution. By speculating that there are no cross iteration dependences, multiple iterations
of a data parallel loop are executed in parallel using locally cached copies of data; the
absence of dependences is validated before committing the speculatively computed results.
This chapter shows that in irregular data-parallel applications, while caching helps
tolerate long communication latencies, using a value read from the cache in a computation
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can lead to misspeculation and thus aggressive caching can degrade performance due to
increased misspeculation rate. To limit misspeculation rate we present optimizations for
distributed speculation and caching based DSM that decrease the cost of misspeculation check
and speed up the re-execution of misspeculated recomputations. These optimizations give
speedups of 2.24x for graph coloring, 1.71x for connected components, 1.88x for community
detection, 1.32x for shortest path, and 1.74x for pagerank over baseline parallel executions.

5.1

Speculation on Caching-based DSM Systems
While DSMs coupled with caching work well for non-speculative data-parallel

applications, aggressive caching can hurt performance during speculative execution due
to the potential of using stale values in computations. With distributed speculation on
a caching DSM, every cache read can cause misspeculation because the read could occur
before a network-delayed invalidate is received – note that successful speculation is counting
on the fact that no invalidate would arrive. In this chapter we show that aggressive caching
can degrade performance due to increased misspeculation rate. Furthermore, to prevent
an increase in misspeculation rate, we develop optimizations for a distributed speculation
and caching based DSM to speedup misspeculation check and re-execution of misspeculated
recomputations.
We build upon the DSM, cache and commit protocols recently described by Dash
et. al. [30]: the input and address space are disjointly partitioned across all the machines
and each data object is assigned a home node; every computation thread maintains a
thread-private cache for speculation in addition to the per-machine directory-based object
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caches. Data is accessed first by looking up the thread-private cache, then in the object cache
and fetched from the remote home node on a cache miss. The per-machine object cache
is managed similar to the high-performance optimized cache-coherence protocol described
in [30] that essentially relies on lazy updates and proactive, directory-initiated invalidates.
Finally, we use privatization of data to implement speculative parallelism. While [30] focused
on integrating caching and prefetching, we show that aggressive caching can slow down
execution due to increased misspeculations caused by stale, cached data. In this work, we
seek to optimize the underlying caching protocol for speculation to speed up distributed
speculation and hence reduce the likelihood of misspeculations.
In the rest of this chapter, we first present the protocol for distributed software
speculation on a caching DSM. We then analyze the protocol to derive optimizations which
we then implement and evaluate. In particular, we identify the following optimizations to
the protocol: (1) piggybacking different requests as a means of decreasing communication;
(2) early misspeculation detection by leveraging the existing cache mechanisms to avoid the
expensive misspeculation checks when possible; and (3) a fast recovery scheme to speedup
re-computations by leveraging the contents of the existing speculation buffer.

5.2

Interplay Between Distributed Software Speculation and
Distributed Caching
In this section we begin by motivating the need for using speculation to exploit

dynamic parallelism present in irregular applications and then describe how speculation is
implemented in a DSM based system that employs distributed caching. Finally, we present
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results of an experimental study that demonstrates the interplay between distributed caching
and distributed speculation. For non-speculative distributed data parallel applications,
larger caches deliver higher performance as larger caches lead to higher cache hit rate and
thus a reduction in long latency fetch operations. Our study shows that in the presence
of speculation while larger caches can result in higher cache hit rates, they also lead to a
greater likelihood that at least some of the values found in caches are stale. This leads to a
higher misspeculation rate and thus an overall degradation in performance.

5.2.1

Distributed Caching and Speculation Protocol
For this study, we have built a directory-based caching DSM system modeled on

the recently proposed system by Dash et. al. [30]: the input data is partitioned among the
nodes in the cluster and each object is assigned a home node. The cache contains copies
of remote objects while the directory keeps track of all the objects in the cache and some
state information associated with the objects. The cache is a directory-based, distributed
write-through cache. Any object in the DSM has a state that is either Uncached or Shared as
shown in Figure 5.1a. Any shared object supports the following four basic operations: Read,
Write, Invalidate and Evict. For each shared object o, the directory maintains information
about the machine mi that has cached object o. Specifically, if machine mi requests a
read/write of object o, then the directory marks it shared and adds mi to the list of machines
that has cache object o. The directory entry for o corresponding to mi is appropriately
updated to reflect evictions and invalidate messages.
The speculation we use is similar to that presented by Dash et. al [30]. Object
versioning is used to enable speculation: each object is associated with a version number
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which is used to detect dependency violations. The software speculation mechanism consists
of three phases: (1) Compute, (2) Misspeculation detection, and (3) Update. In the
compute phase, a private, thread-local Speculative Buffer is used to privately cache all the
data required to perform the computation independent of all other computations. The
speculative buffer also holds the version numbers associated with the objects used in the
computation. Any updates to be performed by the computation are made only to the
thread-local speculative buffer.
Next, in the misspeculation detection phase, the data used in the compute phase
is verified to be current. This is achieved by lock on all the data in the speculative buffer
to ensure an atomic update. Then, the version number of the objects in the speculative
cache is checked against those of the authoritative copies. If any version numbers mismatch,
the computation is deemed misspeculated and the computation aborts. If there is no
misspeculation, then the update is performed. From the above description, we observe that
to support distributed speculation, a distributed cache should support: (1) versioning for
objects, and (2) read/write-locking of objects. The misspeculation detection and update,
henceforth collectively referred to as Speculative Commit, are summarized in Algorithm 5,
which attempts to atomically commit object O using the associated speculative buffer sb
which contains the data used to compute object O.
Figures 5.1a and 5.1b show the cache and directory, while Figure 5.1c shows the
states of the an object o in the speculative buffer. The speculation-specific parts are in blue.
o for each object o, representing
Figure 5.1a includes a Cache Local Version, CLV

the version of the object in the cached. On a cache miss, when object o is read into the
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Algorithm 5: Speculative Commit.
1

SpeculationBuffer sb;

2

for int i=0; i<sb.size(); i++ do
lock(sb[i]);

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

/* Lock */

for int i=0; i<sb.size(); i++ do
Object o = remote-fetch(sb[i]);
if o.version != sb[i].version then
for int j=0; j<i; j++ do
unlock(sb[j]);

/* Ver chk */

return failure;

10

Write(O)

11
12

for int i=0; i<sb.size(); i++ do
unlock(sb[i]);

13

return success;

/* No misspeculation:

commit */

/* Unlock */

o is set to the version of the remote object. When invalidated or on evict,
local cache, CLV
o is set to -1. The directory is extended to support read and write locks. The directory
CLV

now has two additional states: Read-Locked and Write-Locked. W Lo is the machine mi
that currently holds the write lock on object o and RLo is the set of machines mi that have
currently requested read locks on the object. Observe that the directory protocol allows
single writer and multiple readers.
To further aid protocol analysis, Figure 5.1c presents the states of objects in the
speculative buffer. As with any cache, an object can be Buffered or Unbuffered ; we use
the phrase buffer to distinguish the speculative buffer from the machine cache. Buffered
objects can be Dirty (on update) and dirty objects can be write-locked (just before update).
On successful update, the dirty object is simply marked buffered. Buffered objects in the
speculative buffer can also be read-locked (during speculative commit). After successful
commit or on abort, objects in the speculation buffer are marked unbuffered and discarded.
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(c) States for objects in speculative buffer with speculation.

Figure 5.1: Cache, directory and speculative buffer state diagrams for speculation.
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5.2.2

Cache Size vs. Misspeculation Rate
We now study how the performance of distributed speculation on a DSM with

caching can degrade with larger caches. We evaluate our system on various graph mining
and analytics applications on various real world inputs.
Experimental Setup: Table 5.1 lists the various applications used in this evaluation.
Graph Coloring (GC) is an algorithm that assigns ‘colors’ to nodes in the graph such that
no two neighbors have the same color. As the name suggests, Connected components (CC)
computes the connected subgraphs of a graph. PageRank (PR) computes the ‘rank’ of a
webpage represented by a graph vertex based on the rank of its neighbors. Community
detection is similar to CC, and SSSP computes the shortest path to each vertex in the input
graph from a given source.
Applications
Graph Coloring (GC)
Connected Components (CC)
Community Detection (CD)
Single-Source Shortest Path (SP)
PageRank (PR)
Table 5.1: Applications

Table 5.2 summarizes the real world inputs from the Stanford Network Analysis
Project (SNAP) [78], University of Koblenz-–Landau’s Konect Network Collection [72] and
The University of Florida Sparse Matrix Collection [33] along with their sizes. |V | is the
number of vertices and |E| is the number of edges in the input. WordNet [72] is a network
between words in the Wordnet database with words being the vertices and relationships
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between words, the edges. Gowalla [72] is a graph from the now defunct Gowalla social
network, with nodes representing people and edges representing friendships. DBLP [72] is
a DBLP bibliography database’s co-authorship network with authors as vertices and an
edge between authors with joint papers. Amazon [78] is a co-purchase graph with vertices
representing products and edges representing a co-purchase. These three inputs are power law
graphs with many high degree vertices with up to a degree of 14,730. DielFilterV3Real [33]
is a graph representation of a sparse, high-order finite element matrix. Flan1565 [33] is a
graph representation of a steel flange. The last two inputs are sparse matrices with only low
degree nodes, with a maximum degree of 10.
|V |

|E|

WordNet (WN)

146,005

656,999

Gowalla (GW)

196,591

950,327

DBLP (DB)

317,080

1,049,866

Amazon (AZ)

400,727

3,200,440

DielFilterV3Real (DF)

1,102,824

89,306,020

Flan1565 (FL)

1,564,794

114,165,372

Input

Table 5.2: Real-world inputs
We now evaluate the protocol on an 8-node cluster running CentOS 6.3. The nodes
in the cluster are connected to a Mellanox Infiniband switch. In addition to the speculation,
to avoid wasteful computation we employ activations [82]. In the first iteration, every input
data object is scheduled for computation. In subsequent iterations, only those that could
potentially require an update are scheduled for computation. For example in a graph, if
a particular vertex is updated in the current iteration, all of its immediate neighbors are
activated for the next iteration, as they depend on a changed vertex. As a final enhancement,
the speculative commit is attempted only if the value of the object changes.
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1
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10.08

10
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0.72
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9.69

20
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1.11
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10.59

1

1187

2.12
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9.47

5

721

0.95

88

8.82

10

668

0.52

84

9.35

20

749

0.77

88

9.50

1

7

0.00

119

6.39

5

7

0.00

77

5.59

10

6

0.00

77

5.44

20

6

0.00

90

6.58

1

1241

2.27

456

9.42

5

1054

1.14

457

9.59

10

1106

1.74

402

9.45

20

1225

1.19

425

9.77

Table 5.3: Effect of cache size on speculation on an 8 node cluster. Execution time in seconds
and misspeculation rate (MR) with varying cache sizes.
Peformance of Distributed Speculation on a Caching DSM: Table 5.3 shows the
total running times for distributed speculation on the caching DSM described above with
varying cache sizes along with their misspeculation rates (MR). MR is computed as the ratio
of misspeculations over cache hits. The general trend here is a speedup from 1% cache to
10% cache and then the speculation slows down at 20% cache size. That is, even though the
number of remote fetches are decreased with larger cache size, the increase in misspeculative
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aborts degrades the performance much more than any potential savings from the cache.
The highlighted values are the data of interest showing that in many cases the distributed
speculation performs best with smaller caches. In most cases, the fastest configuration also
corresponds to lowest MR. In other cases, the benefit from using cached values out weighs
the cost of misspeculation, leading to faster execution with only slightly larger MR than
the minimum for that application-input combination. In a few cases, the speculation is
insensitive to cache sizes: for example, all executions on the FL input, which is a essentially
a sparse graph with max degree of about 10. In this case, the misspeculations are fewer with
no impact from the cache.

5.3

Optimizing Distributed Speculation
Optimizations can be found at various layers of the protocol. We now look at

various optimizations to the speculation protocol, leveraging the state information already
captured in the cache and directory structures.

5.3.1

Piggybacking Version
To begin with, consider the Line 3 and Line 5 of Algorithm 5. We can save on

communication by combining the lock request and fetch for version checking into a single
request: we can piggyback the version of the requested object in the lock request message,
thus saving about 50% of communication requests over the baseline commit. The remote
lock request will return failure without acquiring a lock if versions don’t match. Algorithm
6 summarizes the Speculative Commit protocol with this optimization.
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Algorithm 6: Speculative Commit with Piggybacking.
1

SpeculativeBuffer sb;

2

for int i=0; i<sb.size(); i++ do
if ! lock(sb[i], sb[i].version) then
for int j=0; j<i; j++ do
unlock(sb[j]);

3
4
5
6

return failure;

7

Write(O)

8

for int i=0; i<sb.size(); i++ do
unlock(sb[i]);

9
10

/* Lock+Check */

/* No misspeculation:

commit */

/* Unlock */

return success;

Figure 5.2 shows the extensions to the baseline speculation in Figure 5.1 in red.
o
BLV
refers to the Buffer Local Version of object o in the speculative buffer. The lock
o ! = C o . Observe that there are no changes to the
mechanism is modified to fail if BLV
LV

cache itself; only the directory and speculative buffer need modification.

5.3.2

Early Misspeculation Detection
As a next optimization, we leverage the fact that the cache receives invalidate

messages. Given that an object is present in the cache of a given machine only if it was
read by a compute thread on that machine, we can extend the cache to track which threads
on the local machine are actively using each object. Anytime an object is invalidated, it
indicates that all the threads that have read and are using the invalidated object have
definitely misspeculated. This allows us to completely bypass the expensive speculation
commit attempt, thereby giving us better performance. Notice that this optimization only
requires changes to the cache.
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(a) States for objects in the directory with piggybacking.
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(b) States for objects in speculative buffer with piggybacking.

Figure 5.2: State Diagrams for Speculation with Piggybacking.
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Figure 5.3: States for objects in cache with early misspeculation detection.
Figure 5.3 shows the modifications over the basic speculation from Figure 5.1 in
purple. For each compute thread tid that reads object o, we set the ro flag. To keep track
of misspeculation, we use an array of booleans, one for each thread: mis[]. If thread tid
writes object o or the cache receives an invalidate message, the cache sets mis[i], for all
threads i that have read o; i.e., all threads i that have ro [i] set. In addition, we introduce a
Clear(tid) method which clears the read flags for all objects that thread tid had read. This
method is invoked on abort and after successful commit.

5.3.3

Fast Recovery
We now explore an optimization to help speed up re-computations that arise from

misspeculations. Given that during misspeculation detection, the speculative buffer knows
which object(s) have been misspeculated, the basic idea is the following: if only a subset of
the objects in the speculative buffer have resulted in misspeculation, then the re-computation
could hedge that other objects may not have changed and only re-fetch the misspeculated
objects, while unchanged objects are read from the speculative buffer.
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The expectation here is to gain speedups from fewer fetches. A further optimization:
our framework computes and updates objects using some ordering on input data. In the
speculative commit phase, when acquiring locks for objects in the speculative buffer, the
lock requests on objects are also ordered using the same ordering to prevent deadlocking. If
we use the simplistic fast-recovery mechanism just described above, we observed that as soon
as we encounter one misspeculated value, the probability that many of the following objects
are also misspeculated is very high. This is expected since the computations are ordered
using the same mechanism as the locks and therefore if a misspeculation has occurred on
oi since it was recently updated, the there is a good chance that oj , j > i also have been
updated, and therefore potentially misspeculated. Hence, we further optimize by fetching
all the objects following a misspeculated object from the machine cache rather than re-use
from the speculative buffer.
Algorithm 7: Speculative Commit with Fast Recovery.
1

SpeculativeBuffer sb;

2

fail = false;
int i=0 for i=0; i<sb.size(); i++ do
if ! lock(sb[i], sb[i].version) then
sb[i].changed = true;
fail = true;
break;

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

/* Ordered buffer */

if fail then
for int j=0 j<i; j++ do
unlock(sb[j]);

/* Lock */

/* Release if locked */

return failure;

12

Write(O)

13
14

for int i=0; i<sb.size(); i++ do
unlock(sb[i]);

15

return success;

/* No misspeculation:

commit */

/* Unlock */
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Algorithm 8: Recomputation with Fast Recovery.
1

SpeculativeBuffer sb;

2

int i=0;
for i=0; i<sb.size(); i++ do
if ! sb[i].changed then
O = compute(O, sb[i]);

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

/* Ordered buffer */

/* Unchanged */

else
break;
for int j=i; j<sb.size(); j++ do
Object o = fetch(sb[i]);/* Maybe changed
O = compute(O, o);

if(BOLV ==	
  COLV)
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Figure 5.4: States for objects in speculative buffer with fast recovery.

Algorithms 7 and 8 summarize the changes needed to support misspeculation and
recomputation with fast recovery. For fast recovery, only the speculative buffer sub-system
needs modification. Figure 5.4 shows the extensions to support fast recovery in green. We
introduce a new state for buffered objects in the speculative buffer called Changed that
tracks misspeculated objects. During recompute, we read the unchanged objects from the
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speculative buffer and the changed objects from the cache. Buffered object are moved to the
changed state depending on the success of the read-lock: if the lock fails since the buffered
version is outdated, the object is marked changed.

5.4

Evaluation of Optimizations
The experiments were performed on a cluster of 8 machines running CentOS 6.3,

each with 32 cores and 64GB main memory with a Mellanox Infiniband interconnect switch.
For the DSM we used the directory-based, write-through, strict consistency caching protocol
from the ASPIRE system [129], with the extensions described above to support speculation.

5.4.1

Overall Speedups from Optimizations

GC
CC
CD
SP
PR

GC
CC
CD
SP
PR

GW
Speedup ∆MR
2.24
-1.09
1.71
-0.20
1.88
-0.84
1.00
0.00
1.74
-0.37
FL
Speedup ∆MR
1.06
-0.06
1.03
-0.09
1.00
0.00
1.00
0.00
1.20
-0.21

AZ
Speedup ∆MR
2.05
-4.45
1.59
-2.73
1.38
-5.01
1.18
0.38
1.67
-2.73
WN
Speedup ∆MR
1.12
-0.44
1.12
-0.45
1.06
-0.17
1.00
0.00
1.12
-0.33

DF
Speedup
1.07
1.09
1.17
1.01
1.05
DB
Speedup
1.17
1.10
1.07
1.00
1.04

∆MR
0.06
0.09
0.00
-0.01
0.08
∆MR
-0.51
-0.10
-0.07
0.00
0.48

Table 5.4: Best speedups and change in MR (∆MR) of optimized speculation over baseline.
Table 5.4 presents the best achievable performance for various applications over
the baseline from Table 5.3. Observe that these optimizations provide up to 2.25x speedup.
Notice that except for 5 cases, the speedups are accompanied by a decrease in MR.
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PR

SP

CD

CC

GC

1.72

1.41

1.84

1.62

1.57

1.13

1.71

1.88

1.10

1.41

1.22

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.62

1.31

1.46

1.74

5

10

20

1

5

10

20

1

5

10

20

1

5

10

20

1

5

10

20

-0.37

-0.26

-0.50

-0.15

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

-0.08

-0.24

-0.21

-0.84

-0.20

-0.56

-0.47

-0.56

-0.36

-0.13

-0.35

-1.09

∆MR

1.50

1.49

1.6

1.44

1.18

1.00

0.79

1.17

1.38

1.24

1.26

1.28

1.59

1.45

1.56

1.47

1.67

2.04

1.79

2.05

Speedup

AZ

-2.65

-2.26

-2.73

-1.59

0.38

1.29

2.30

0.99

-5.01

-4.34

-2.91

-2.61

-2.73

-1.38

-2.42

-2.76

-1.76

-3.15

-3.50

-4.45

∆MR

1.02

1.02

0.98

1.05

0.94

1.00

1.01

0.99

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.17

1.09

0.99

1.04

1.05

1.05

1.04

1.07

1.02

Speedup

DF

0.11

0.11

0.12

0.08

0.09

0.00

-0.01

-0.04

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.09

0.09

0.14

0.14

0.06

0.09

0.06

0.08

∆MR

1.10

0.96

1.20

1.10

0.86

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.03

1.02

1.03

0.99

1.03

1.04

1.06

1.04

Speedup

FL

-0.26

-0.17

-0.21

-0.23

-0.00

-0.00

-0.00

-0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

-0.09

-0.11

-0.14

-0.11

0.01

-0.04

-0.06

-0.02

∆MR

1.11

1.09

1.12

1.12

0.67

0.67

1.00

1.00

0.90

1.01

1.06

0.99

1.04

1.12

1.04

1.02

1.07

1.09

1.07

1.12

Speedup

WN

-0.36

-1.04

-0.38

-0.33

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

-0.85

-0.06

-0.17

-0.36

-0.44

-0.45

-0.63

-0.17

-0.68

-0.30

-0.46

-0.44

∆MR

1.00

1.00

0.97

1.04

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.07

1.04

1.03

1.06

1.09

1.00

1.00

1.10

1.08

1.12

1.17

1.11

Speedup

DB

Table 5.5: Speedups and the change misspeculation rate (∆MR) for optimized speculation with varying cache sizes.

2.24

Speedup

GW

1

Cache%

0.35

0.54

0.56

0.48

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

-0.07

-0.28

-0.08

-0.35

-0.22

0.15

0.15

-0.10

-0.47

-0.46

-0.51

-0.47

∆MR

Table 5.5 shows the speedups and ∆MR for various cache sizes over the baseline
data presented in Table 5.3. Notice that compared to the baseline many more configurations
are able to achieve their best speedups at larger cache sizes. The highlighted data points out
configurations with the maximum speedups from these optimizations. Observe that the best
speedups are usually achieved when the decrease in MR is the largest or the increase in MR
is the smallest. That is, these optimizations mostly decrease misspeculation as expected. For
the configuration where the speedups are gained with an increase in MR, observe that the
gains are only marginal, as can be seen in the highlighted rows for DF and the highlighted
PR with DB input.

5.4.2

Combining Optimizations
Next, we present the speedups obtained from the individual optimizations and their

combinations to study their specific share of contribution to the speedups. Table 5.6 shows
the speedups obtained from Piggybacking, Early misspeculation Detection, Fast Recovery
and their pair-wise combinations. Considering the individual optimizations in the top half
of Table 5.6, we see that the maximum benefits are from piggybacking, which focuses on
decreasing the communication in the misspeculation phase. Piggybacking shows a maximum
of ≈2x speedup, early misspeculation detection a maximum of ≈1.8x speedup while fast
recovery shows a maximum speedup of ≈1.5x. In these experiments, piggybacking and early
misspeculation detection are helpful in many cases, while fast recovery shows speedups in
fewer cases. Fast recovery tends to be less effective since the recomputation phase may
incorrectly speculate that many objects in the speculative buffer are unchanged. In such
cases, the fast recovery optimization could potentially increase the aborts with lesser benefit.
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Early Misspec.
Piggybacking
Detection
Fast Recovery

GC
CC
CD
SP
PR
GC
CC
CD
SP
PR
GC
CC
CD
SP
PR

GW
1.72
1.44
1.74
1.00
1.61
1.56
1.17
1.78
1.00
1.32
1.19
1.11
1.21
1.20
1.26

AZ
1.99
1.61
1.52
1.32
1.72
1.59
1.30
1.22
1.19
1.07
1.48
1.02
1.09
1.14
1.06

DF
1.04
1.08
1.00
1.08
1.06
1.06
1.12
1.00
1.05
1.01
0.98
1.28
1.17
1.01
1.00

FL
1.08
1.05
1.00
1.00
1.14
1.06
1.02
1.00
1.17
1.22
1.01
1.04
1.14
1.17
1.04

WN
1.17
1.07
1.01
1.00
1.09
1.10
1.02
1.08
1.00
1.06
1.00
1.00
1.07
1.00
1.00

DB
1.08
1.10
1.04
1.00
1.08
1.08
1.10
1.07
1.00
1.04
1.00
1.04
1.00
1.00
0.99

GW

AZ

DF

FL

WN

DB

Piggybacking +
Early Misspec.
Detection

GC

1.77

2.14

1.07

1.07

1.14

1.08

CC

1.62

1.72

1.09

1.05

1.09

1.10

CD

2.08

1.42

1.17

1.14

0.97

1.12

SP

1.20

1.50

1.11

1.00

1.00

1.00

PR

1.71

1.70

1.07

1.04

1.10

1.09

Early Misspec.
Detection +
Fast Recovery

GC

1.68

1.44

0.99

1.02

1.06

1.07

CC

1.36

1.32

1.09

1.05

1.02

1.06

CD

1.57

1.12

1.17

1.14

1.00

1.07

SP

1.20

1.07

1.01

1.00

1.00

1.00

PR

1.27

1.07

1.03

1.20

1.03

1.00

Piggybacking +
Fast Recovery

Table 5.6: Best speedups from individual optimizations over baseline speculation.

GC

1.62

1.96

1.07

1.02

1.12

1.08

CC

1.64

1.61

1.08

1.03

1.09

1.06

CD

1.94

1.31

1.00

1.00

1.01

1.07

SP

1.17

1.29

1.01

1.00

1.00

1.00

PR

1.79

1.69

1.02

1.10

1.08

1.03

Table 5.7: Best speedups from pairwise combination of optimizations over baseline speculation.
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As can be expected from the above discussion, the piggybacking + early misspeculation detection combination is the most effective pair-wise combination, giving a maximum
speedup of 2.14x. Finally observe that compared to the pair-wise combinations, the synergy
between all three optimizations as shown in Table 5.4 is less, but greater when present.
For example, Graphcoloring, Connected components and PageRank with the GW input all
perform better than any of the individual or pair-wise optimizations. These gains obtained
from the pairwise combinations of these optimizations is shown in Table 5.7.

5.4.3

Integration with Infinimem
We now present the results of integrating the object-centric InfiniMem library

into the DSM to further support scale-up on individual machines in the cluster. In this
experiment, the DSM was allocated memory to hold only 75% of the AZ input that was
partitioned and assigned to it. The remaining 25% of the local data is stored on the disk.
As can be expected, this feature would slightly slowdown the performance of distributed
speculation; Table 5.8 shows the percentage slowdown. Observe that the overhead results in
an average slowdown of only 5.3%. In this case, the overhead is from individual object reads
and writes, which arise from random accesses generated by the applications.
Application
GC
CC
CD
SP
PR

Overhead (%)
5.8
7.1
8.2
2.5
2.8

Table 5.8: Overhead from using InfiniMem to spill data that does not fit in allocated memory
is shown here as a percentage of slowdown over the version without InfiniMem for AZ input.
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Finally, we compare the performace of size oblivious distributed software speculation
with the data in Table 1.1. Table 5.9 shows the parallel input load/output store, compute
and size oblivious I/O via InfiniMem for various applications.

App
GC
CC
CD
SP
PR

Load/Store
in seconds
2
2
2
2
3

Compute
in seconds
45.8
62.3
56.3
68.6
265.4

InfiniMem I/O
in seconds
5
8
7
7
4

Total Time
in seconds
52.8
72.3
65.3
77.6
272.4

Speedup
(over Table 1.1)
6.6
8.3
10.2
8.7
3.6

Table 5.9: Breakdown of total time into input, size oblivious IO and compute for distributed
software speculation with InfiniMem.

Compared to the runs from Table 1.1, we see overall speedups between 3.6x – 10x,
with an average speedup of ∼7.5x. Parallel I/O speedups up input loading/output storage
more than 75% in this experiment. Prallelizing the program on a cluster results in an inrease
in fraction of time spent in computation rather than on intermediate I/O. Earlier, most of
the time (∼95%) was spent intermediate I/O, while most of the time (∼88%) is now spent
on computation and very little (∼8%) on intermediate I/O. This reaffirms the motivation
for size oblivious programming of clusters for irregular applications.

5.5

Summary
This chapter presented the protocols for distributed software speculation on a

caching DSM as a framework for analyzing and optimizing the distributed speculative
commit protocol. We then identified the following three optimizations to speedup or
bypass the expensive misspeculation detection and to speedup the recomputation after
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misspeculation has occurred: (1) piggybacking object version numbers on lock requests
to decrease the communication cost of the misspeculation check; (2) early misspeculation
detection leverages the information contained in the cache to entirely avoid the expensive
speculative commit; and (3) fast recovery to speed up the re-computations resulting from
misspeculative aborts, by fetching only potentially changed objects in the speculative buffer.
These optimizations provide between 1.32x to 2.24x speedups on various graph processing
applications. Finally, we showed that InfiniMem can scale-up individual nodes on the cluster
by spilling data that does not fit in local memory with an average overhead of just 5.3%.
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Chapter 6

Related Work
This chapter summarizes various research in domains and problems addressed by
this thesis. We first summarize prior programming solutions for big data problems on DSMs
and single machines. Next, we address various attempts at size-oblivious programming
including distributed computing solutions. Finally, we summarize work on latency tolerance
mechanisms and their impact on speculation.

6.1

Programming Interface
First, we present related research on programming systems with large datasets,

followed by work on programming speculation.

6.1.1

Programming Large Data
The earliest solutions to programming large distributed systems involved manual

message passing, which was later standardized via the Message Passing Interface (MPI) [44].
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MPI standardized the communication primitives and provided a unified, efficient framework
to pack/unpack, serialize/deserialize many different types of data structures portably across
varying machine types [93, 48]. A related approach to keep programming simple on distributed
platforms was the development of the notion of Distributed Shared Memory (DSM). Programs
are written using the familiar shared memory paradigm and the DSM runtime employs
a distributed coherent cache. The data is partitioned across machines in the cluster.
The caching protocol on the DMS system uses message passing or similar techniques to
transparently fetch and store data needed by computations on various machines in the
cluster.
DSMs are not the only programming/memory model for distributed parallel programming. MapReduce [34] is a popular programming model that consists of two distinct
phases of computation: map and reduce. The map operation distributes work across the
cluster while the reduce operation aggregates the results from the across cluster. However,
MapReduce cannot be applied to every program that can be parallelized, thereby limiting
it to a smaller set of applications than possible with DSM. Another approach is to use
distributed memory (DM) (in contrast to distributed shared memory (DSM)) model. With
DM, the programmer has to explicitly manage and move data between various compute
nodes. HipG [68] is an example of a graph processing framework that uses DM. HipG
contains DM extensions similar to those proposed in SpiceC [40] and works in two phases,
like MapReduce. The Message Passing Interface (MPI) [44] is a popular DM programming
model. Compared to DSM based systems, the programmer burden in programming for
these systems is very high. For example, with the exception of transferring atomic data
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types and their arrays, simply creating the wrappers to allow serialized communication
of incrementally complex data structures can be daunting enough to deter the use of this
system for larger programs. Examples of some recent Distributed Memory (DM) systems
are Hadoop [118] and Pregel [84]. Here, programming the system to bring in required data
is a major task. Such systems usually employ an underlying Distributed File System (DFS)
like the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) [119] or the Goole File System (GFS) [45].
Specialized systems like GraphLab [82], GraphX [131] etc. support efficient distributed
processing of graph applications. Our framework is designed to be general purpose and
works with arbitrary data types.
Our approach simply requires the programmer to identify the data collections that
can grow large using the large keyword. Such data collections are automatically partitioned
and distributed across the cluster. In addition, data that cannot fit in available memory is
transparently and automatically spilled to available disk using out InfiniMem library.

6.1.2

Programming Speculation
LRPD was amongst the earliest practical implementations of software speculation

technique [105, 104]. The compiler was designed to look for loops that require speculation and
then parallelized them as a doall loop with speculation. In our approach, the programmer
annotates loops which need to be speculatively parallelized – this speeds up the compilation
itself compared to the compiler searching through all loops in the program. The savings can
be especially significant for very large programs. Our approach is similar to that taken by
SpiceC [40], which employed various incarnations of the #pragma speculate pre-processor
directives around loops, with each variation addressing a different type of parallelism.
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However, all this was only in the context of single, shared memory machines.
Programming language support for doall speculative parallelization is not present in
previous and existing DSM systems and big data frameworks. In our approach, a simple
speculate annotation on a loop is transformed into a distributed, speculative doall loop.

6.2

Size Oblivious Programming
The closest file organization to that used by InfiniMem and illustrated in Figure

3.6 is the B+ tree representation used in database systems. The primary differences in our
design are the following: (1) InfiniMem uses a flat organization, with at most one level
index for variable sized data. (2) InfiniMem provides O(1) time I/O operations for random
access while the B+ trees require O(log n) time. A related approach uses Sorted String
Tables (SST). For example, LevelDB [51] and RocksDB [50] use this organization. LevelDB
for example, stores files in various ‘levels’, combining files into the next larger level file when
it grows too large. The disadvantage of this approach is that the entire level file is required
to be held in memory. In addition, searching for items in the level file requires sequential
scans. Our approach does not require the entire data file in memory and can locate items
randomly, in at most two logical seeks.

6.2.1

Out-of-core Computations
In this work, we enable applications with very large input data sets to efficiently

run on a single multicore machine, with minimal programming effort. The design of the
InfiniMem transparently enables large datasets become disk-resident while common out-of-
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core algorithms [28, 71, 127] explicitly do this. As demonstrated with shards, it should be
easy to program these techniques with InfiniMem.

6.2.2

Processing on a Single Machine
Traditional approaches to large-scale data processing on a single machine involve

using machines with very large amounts of memory, while InfiniMem does not have that
limitation. Examples include Ligra [117], Galois [99], BGL [120], MTGL [11], Spark [133]
etc. FlashGraph [135] is a semi-external memory graph processing framework and requires
enough memory to hold all the edgelists; InfiniMem has no such memory requirements.
GraphChi [75] recently proposed the Parallel Sliding Window model based on
sharded inputs. Shard format enables a complete subgraph to be loaded in memory, thus
avoiding random accesses. GraphChi is designed for and works very well with algorithms that
depend on static scheduling. InfiniMem is a general-purpose size-oblivious programming
framework and recognizes the need for sequential/batched and random input for fixed and
variable sized data and provides simple APIs to handle all forms of I/O for rapid prototyping.

6.3

Distributed Shared Memory Software Systems
Distributed Shared Memory or DSM is a prominent choice of memory models for

programming distributed systems. In essence, this software layer superimposes an abstraction
of shared memory over the physical memories from multiple machines in a cluster. This
allows programmers to write applications using the familiar abstraction of shared memory
systems. Additionally, the scalability of clusters coupled with the shared memory abstraction
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makes DSMs an attractive option for scalable distributed computing without resorting to
specialized programming models or frameworks.

6.3.1

Latency Tolerance Mechanisms
Dynamic data prefetching in the context of distributed systems has also been studied

[29, 80] in various research and engineering communities. Our work differs by providing
a runtime that monitors dynamic parameters and dynamically turns on/off prefetching
as needed. Further, our designation of separate threads on each machine specifically for
prefetching allows us to dynamically scale prefetching on demand. This further allows for
optimal allocation of physical CPU cores to computation and communication needs of the
application. There are other strategies based on Markov models [57] etc., that do not need
any input from the user, but those models are not the primary focus of this evaluation.
Traditional clusters were built from commodity single core CPUs and the DSMs
proposed for those systems were not designed to exploit the presence of multiple cores.
For instance, systems like ORCA, Shasta, TreadMarks and Emerald [8, 58, 4, 112] were
all successful DSM systems for clusters of uniprocessor machines. Our work is focused
not on the DSMs perse, but rather on novel approaches to exploit new opportunities
afforded by multi-core machines. Specifically, we explore the dynamic balance between
communication and computation for speculative and asynchronous applications on DSMs.
Prior systems do not provide explicit support for speculative or asynchronous parallelism, like
we do. Finally, to the best of our knowledge, none of the older systems monitored dynamic,
runtime characteristics of data and applications to automatically adapt communication
and computation for optimal performance. To tolerate latencies, prior work has explored
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lazy vs. eager release consistency models [4]. Other work has looked at dynamically
adapting between single and multiple writer protocols [89, 3] or adapting to dynamic sharing
patterns, which again relies on some release consistency model [89] in the context of regular
applications. This work focusses on irregular applications; for speculative applications, we
rely on the SpiceC [40] model, which is a lazy release, multiple-writer protocol. Asynchronous
applications by definition require no strict consistency models; we use the multiple writer
model for both speculative and asynchronous applications, with primary focus on ABC 2 :
Adaptively Balacing Communication and Computation.

6.3.2

Distributed Software Speculation
Prior efforts for achieving distributed speculation in a DSM based cluster explore

alternate approaches to speculation. For example, executing multiple processes with the
same input while speculating that one or more instances may either fail or complete early is a
speculative approach to robustness, as in Hadoop/Hive. In master-slave speculation, multiple
master threads compute different approximate versions of the program while the slave threads
validate the computation, aborting the invalid masters [136]. A similar approach is taken by
algorithmic speculation where multiple algorithms for the same problem are speculatively
executed in parallel and the most appropriate result is accepted [107]. A more recent
work has considered integrating caching with symbolic prefetching to support distributed
speculation to enable doall parallelism in irregular applications [30].
In this work, we first show that speculation on DSMs with caching can slow down
with larger caches due to an increase in misspeculation rates from reading potentially stale
values from the cache. We then propose three optimizations that leverage the caching protocol
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to decrease the cost of communication, misspeculation check and speedup misspeculated
recomputations by combining requests, leveraging information present in the cache and the
thread-private speculation buffer etc.
The baseline speculation and caching DSM protocol used in this work is based on the
system recently presented by Dash et. al. [30]. It uses execution model based on SpiceC’s [40]
implicit private copying and explicit commits; the speculation works by making private
copies to enable compute isolation and speculative execution following LRPD’s original
proposal for shared-memory software speculation [105], which also helps with speculative
execution in a distributed setting. Like LRPD, our approach also speculatively executes all
iterations of the loop in a ‘doall’ manner. The distributed misspeculation check is similar to
D-BOP’s distributed validation [52]. In addition, we present the protocol for distributed
speculation mechanism and the extensions necessary for the optimizations we propose.
Orca [8] and Shasta [112] were caching DSMs that provided prefetching in addition
to caching to speedup data-parallel applications. However, they did not have explicit
support for speculation like mechanisms for distributed locking and object versioning.
[124, 96, 42, 30] explore the use of software transactional memory (STM) as a mechanism
to achieve speculation. With STMs reading objects also locks them, which could limit the
runtime parallelism. Moreover, STMs require frequent synchronization which is expensive
and only increases in a distributed setting due to added communication and network latencies.
In our approach, the use of synchronization is minimized by speculative lock-free reads
and requires no synchronization until the data is ready to commit. Most recently, Dash et.
al. presented a system that uses symbolic prefetching and caching to support distributed
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speculation using STM. For performance, they relax the STM to allow for lazy updates and
invalidates to decrease inline communication latencies. However, we show that aggressive
caching can hurt speculation and instead devise optimizations to decrease misspeculation
cost and speedup misspeculated recomputations.
Many alternate approaches to distributed speculation have been explored. In
the master-slave model of speculation, the master process runs approximate versions of
the program, slaves validate correctness. The primary drawback is the ability to generate
approximations for general purpose programs. [91] uses this same model in a distributed
setting [136]. [62] uses home based release-consistency coupled with access predictors for
future access to improve speculation performance. Our approach does not require release
consistency by implementing the single-writer model. In [37], programmer has to express
hints for parallelism, data dependence and data checking. Speculative execution is via
independent processes; aborts simply terminate processes. OS page level monitoring is used
to detect dependency violations. In contrast, our approach is more general purpose: we use
a library based approach does not rely on low-level OS features. In addition, misspeculation
results in retries and is therefore fully robust. D-BOP [110] attempts to speedup BOP [37]
by predicting the outcome of a speculative execution based on the success/failure of the last
speculation and avoiding un-promising executions all together. In our approach, we propose
to eliminate the costly misspeculation checks whenever possible. [52] seeks to adapt the
basic BOP in a distributed setup. Our approach is akin to the ’distributed validation, lazy
update’ (data is read only as needed; not broadcast), decreasing communication.
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In [110] loads/stores uses the thread-id to enforce sequential consistency. Speculation is achieved via shadow copy; for the cluster, our approach assigns home nodes to
variables; only tasks on home node update the variables, an approach similar to that taken
by modern distributed computing frameworks like Hadoop which schedule compute close
to storage. This strategy works particularly well for large data sets that can be easily
partitioned among nodes in the cluster. Further, [110] proposes to replace bit-vectors for
lock-synchronization with byte-arrays and using atomic primitives to read-write byte sized
data as an alternate to lock-free data structures. However [110] also points the drawbacks
and the lack of scalability of such an approach. In the distributed setup, our approach
proposes piggybacking version numbers to decrease the communication cost associated
with locks, which is the most expensive part of the distributed misspeculation check (aka
distributed validation).
Systems like Hive use speculation in a distributed setting, but the motivation there
is different: given the heterogeneity of hardware, multi-tenancy of the cluster and data
replication, these systems schedule multiple instances of the same computation and pick
up the results of the first one to complete and terminate other instances: they speculate
that the occupancy and usage characteristics of the compute nodes could vary dynamically,
so multiple instances are run hoping that it will be beneficial in the overall turn-around
time, while we speculate that we can concurrently compute all values in parallel, which is a
fundamentally different speculation.
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Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Work
7.1

Contributions
This dissertation contributes to enabling easy programming of irregular applications

that crunch large data sets. It presents a shared-memory style programming system that is
transformed into an object centric program that runs efficiently on a cluster of machines
using software Distributed Shared Memory (DSM), thus simplifying the task of programming
for the user. The programming interface comprises of very simple high-level extensions
to the C++ language. The runtime employs sophisticated runtime techniques to speedup
distributed software speculation and leverage the InfiniMem library to transparently spill
data that cannot fit in local memory to the disk and transparently load the required data
back into local node’s memory. InfiniMem is built on a random-access efficient object
data format on disk, well suited and tailored for the access patterns generated by irregular
applications. Specifically, we highlight the contributions as follows:
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Address Emerging Workloads
The focus of this thesis is irregular applications. Decreasing cost of storage and
compute along with a massive proliferation of interest in data sciences for user data analysis
has sparked a new interest in graph processing applications like PageRank. These applications
process very large graphs as input. A typical computation usually requires a node and all
its immediate neighbors – and this is iterated over all nodes in the graph. Parallelizing
such loops with runtime cross iteration dependencies is a challenge and so is storing this
data on disk when it cannot fit in available memory, since it generates random accesses.
Our two-pronged solution of applying distributed software speculation and a random-access
efficient data format on disk effectively tackles the emerging irregular applications.

Scale-up on Single Machines
While hardware cost has gone down and it is monetarily inexpensive to add
machines to the cluster to handle larger data sizes, it is still wasteful if each machine is not
utilized completely. The thesis presents InfiniMem as a way to scale-up individual machines
by leveraging the local disk.
Given that the distribution of neighbors in the graph can be only known at runtime,
there is no good one-size-fits-all solution to nicely organize the data structure for strided or
similar ‘regular’ access when the inputs are large and need to be stored on disk. Therefore,
computation on such inputs generally requires and generates random or ’irregular’ accesses
for data. Therefore, efficiently storing and retrieving such data from disk is a challenge
which we solve here, not just for graphs, but for any arbitrary data type.
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Additionally, we leverage multiple cores for balancing computation and communication on individual machines for efficient use of system resources while achieving significant
performance gains.

Scale-out on Clusters
Addition of machines to the cluster theoretically scales-out the compute power.
However, achieving significant gains practically is a different ball game. For example, if the
application cannot be effectively parallelized, then compute power of the cluster does not
matter to such programs. With irregular applications, since neighbors can only be discerned
at runtime, the cross-iteration dependencies can also only be known at runtime, effectively
requiring serial computation. We adapt software speculation DSM clusters, aiding with
scale-out performance. In addition, we present techniques that leverage existing DSM cache
structures to extract performance on the cluster, further pushing the scale-out performance.

Easy Programming and Fast Prototyping
Prior systems like CRL boasted rich features but required manual programming
coupled with the need for arcane knowledge of the application domain, making it very
hard to be generally adopted. Our language consists of just two simple to use language
constructs. Our framework is also general-purpose, highly customizable and easy to program
with. We also demonstrate that the InfiniMem framework can be used to quickly prototype
specialized, single machine frameworks like GraphChi with relative ease.
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7.2

Future Directions

Application in Diverse Domains
Domains like bioinformatics and computational genomics involve algorithms that
process large graph-like connected structures. Therefore, such domains can also benefit
from size oblivious irregular programming. Future work can explore the applicability and
customization of our proposed solutions to those specific domains.
Additionally, since InfiniMem can handle arbitrary data types, studying additional
domains could give us more insights into alternate data formats and how our proposed data
format can be evolved, if needed.

Scale to Larger and non-DSM Clusters
Our experiments on distributed speculation were on a cluster with up to 8 machines,
for a total of up to 256 cores. Scaling to larger clusters could potentially pose additional
problems which do not manifest on smaller clusters. For example, bottlenecks from increased
communication. We wish to explore this scalability in the future.
Distributed Memory (DM) systems, as opposed to Distributed Shared Memory
(DSM) systems are in vogue today. Achieving speculation on DM systems will allow us to
explore new problems and opportunities in the absence of caching, in message passing, work
migration and related DM opportunities.
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Reliable Computing
As InfiniMem spills data transparently to disk and transparently loads data from
disk, InfiniMem can be applied in fault tolerant, reliable computing by way of automatic
checkpointing and restore. Additionally, this format can also be used for persistent data
when quick random access are a high priority.
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